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Dear campers, 
We are pleased to present our wide range of tents to you! In the early days of camping, we were accompanied  
by simple tents and unspoilt nature. But over the course of time, camping as a form of holiday has evolved. Today, 
we would like to introduce you to a range of tents that will make your camping trips even more comfortable.

Awnings have become almost indispensable and transform your vehicle into a cosy retreat in no time at all.  
Whether you prefer a classic caravan awning or are interested in partial and storage tents, roof tents, sun canopies 
or accessories – we have the right awning for every taste and need.

Take a look at our extensive range on the following pages and let yourself be inspired.

Regardless of your choice of model, we would like to wish you lots of fun and  
relaxation on your camping holiday! Enjoy nature and let yourself be accompanied  
by our high-quality tent accessories.

Your Frankana Freiko Team

Retailer directory at
www.frankanafreiko.de/en

Do you already know  
our accessories catalogue?

Pick it up directly  
from your local retailer.
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Frankana Freiko has been offering its own awnings for years. Our plan was to work hand in hand with 
renowned tent manufacturers to produce awnings that offer you, our customer, added value. We have 
achieved both with our Frankana Freiko awning collection.

Feedback from our specialist trade partners and from you, dear customer, helps us to be first-class down 
to the last detail.

The result are awnings that impress with both quality and functionality – at an excellent price-perfor-
mance ratio. Be it the choice of tent fabric, the material of the poles or the design – we always find a 
good way.

One example: our sun canopy Stella. You can find it on pages 4 and 5, with a gable for an even nicer  
appearance and a significantly larger shaded area. Coloured side sections are optionally available to  
allow for individuality. The side sections, which are equipped with window film and mosquito nets,  
ensure optimum ventilation.

Convince yourself of the advantages of the Frankana Freiko awning collection when it comes to quality 
and price.

Why do we produce our own awnings?

Sun Canopy Stella

Topics
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An awning that is pulled in over the entire length of the caravan is suitable for travelling, seasonal or 
permanent camping and significantly increases the living space. The piping (attached to the tent) is 
pulled into the existing piping rail on the caravan and the awning is thus connected to the caravan. 
Due to the time-consuming setup, it is recommended for longer stays. For all spontaneous campers 
who only want to spend a few days on a campsite, so-called travel awnings are particularly suitable.

Seasonal and all-season awnings are probably 
the most elaborate types of awnings. PVC-coat-
ed material is used on both sides. 

The material must be tear- and abrasion-resistant 
to meet the requirements.

Condensation occurs both with material coated 
on one side and on both sides. However, if an 
awning is only coated on one side, moisture is 
absorbed into the fabric. 

The formation of condensation depends on the 
temperature differences between the inside and 

The classic travel awning is suitable for short  
holiday trips and not for long-term use. Travel 
awnings are light and easy to set up. They also 
have a small pack size and low weight.

UV radiation and extreme weather conditions 
place ever greater strains on materials and 
equipment. Good sun protection is therefore  
the be-all and end-all of a good awning. 

Covered zips are more leakproof and last longer. 
Welded roof seams ensure that the roof is also 
reliably leakproof. Both quality features are defi-
nitely worth the effort.

Seasonal Awning PrestigeTravel Awning Galaxy 2.0 All-Season Awning Grönland

Travel awnings Seasonal and all-Season awnings

the outside of the tent, the ventilation, the 
ground sealing and the weather conditions. 
However, only double-sided coatings are suit- 
able for permanent use.

Tents for seasonal or year-round use are usually 
equipped with additional features, such as  
double draught skirts and window flaps. Due  
to the use of robust materials, these awnings 
weigh more and have a larger pack size.

Information

Individually expand 
your living space!

Awnings
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There is usually a piping rail on the vehicle. This 
is an aluminium or plastic profile that holds the 
piping on the awning. Piping rails can also be re-
trofitted and look like a "C" in cross-section. The 
bead or the piping is inserted into the piping rail.

There is also a piping rail on the awning side at 
the bottom of the vehicle. The windbreak or 
mud flap is inserted horizontally here. This  
means that this side of the awning can also be 
made windproof.

Pulling the awning into  
the piping rail
First check your rail for sharp edges! To ensure 
that the piping slides better into the rail, we re-
commend spraying it with the draw-in spray Zip-
Fit (450/305).

Of course, the awning should be secured with 
the tensioning material and pegs that are often 
supplied. A storm strap set also gives the awning 
more stability in the next storm. In most cases, 
the awnings are already fitted with the appropri-
ate devices so that the corresponding storm 
strap set can be easily attached.

Measure the overall dimensions of your caravan 
on a level surface when the vehicle is stationary 
by running a cord (A) through the piping rail 
back to the ground (B).
Based on the measured circumference, you will 
then find the right size for your caravan, motor-
home or van.

Choosing the right awning size

How is the awning attached?

Distance to the ground – draught skirt

The right poles!

Pole types: air tube, steel, aluminium, fibreglass.

For the roof poles, awning eyelets are required, 
some of which still need to be attached to the 
vehicle wall. Some awnings are equipped with a 
second piping for attaching these eyelets. This 
eliminates the need to fit them to the vehicle.

The distance from the lower edge of the fabric to 
the ground can vary from caravan to caravan and 
depending on the ground conditions. The draught 
skirt should be at least high enough to allow the 
elasticated guy ropes to be tensioned. The rest of 
the draught skirt lies on the ground. The ground-
sheet and carpet can then be laid on top.

A veranda effect is achieved in the awning when 
the windows and doors of the front wall can be 
folded down completely. It provides fresh air and 
warm sunlight in the awning. Veranda poles are 
usually available as accessories.

What is the veranda effect?

Create a sleeping area in your freestanding  
awning quickly and easily with the optionally 
available inner tent. It can be easily attached 
using hooks and offers space for up to two 
people. Ideal for guests, children who want 
more privacy or anyone who prefers to sleep 
outside.

More space thanks to sleeping cabins!

Interesting facts

piping rail
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Tent depth: 240 cm

Stella
from 485.00

Advantages
Individually extendable 
Side walls in 2 colours 
Windbreak and sun protection

More privacy thanks to the optionally available 
front and side walls!

Please order the side walls, the front wall  
and the poles separately!

Flexibly expandable!
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Roof: with sewn-in gable; with zips to attach 
the front and side walls. SHS piping to attach 
the no-screw Vario Clip elements.

Material: roof exterior made of PVC-coated 
polyester fabric; front and side walls made of 
trailtex fabric, PU-coated on one side; windows 
made of a high-quality film with high UV stabi-
lity.

Tensioning: possible from the inside with  
flexible tensioning straps; external mud flap 

with eyelets. Attachment of the optional storm 
strap over the pole spike.

Please order side walls, front wall and  
poles separately!
When using basic poles, we recommend two 
additional aluminium roof poles from size 11 
and two additional storm poles from size 13  
(ø 25 mm aluminium).

Scope of delivery: tensioning material, sun  
canopy

The appealing sun canopy protects against the oppressive heat at lunchtime and creates a  
comfortable place in the shade where you can read, eat, or just relax. Just order the side walls in 
your favourite colour to create a nice windbreak with large transparent film windows (incl. gauze).

Stella

light green, blue 075/222 237.50
orange, grey 075/223 237.50

Curtain Set Stella

Side Wall Stella

Front Wall Stella

Curtain set for front and  
side walls.
Eight curtains incl.  
fastening material.
Dim. (W x H): 1.36 x 1.45 m

Two side walls for retrofitting the sun canopy 
Stella with large transparent film windows. Con-
nection via zip.

This front wall consists of two parts and is  
attached to the roof and side walls via zip. This 
expansion is advisable only with basic poles. 
Curtains not included.

075/224 155.00

Turn your sun canopy into a nice awning. Accessories

You will find additional  
accessories from page 90 on.

Size A-Measurement Weight Item no. Price
10 821 – 850 cm 8.25 kg 075/200 485.00
11 851 – 880 cm 8.5 kg 075/201 499.00
12 881 – 910 cm 8.75 kg 075/202 515.00
13 911 – 940 cm 9 kg 075/203 527.50
14 941 – 970 cm 9.25 kg 075/204 539.00
15 971 – 1000 cm 9.5 kg 075/205 552.50
16 1001 – 1030 cm 9.75 kg 075/206 569.00
17 1031 – 1060 cm 10 kg 075/207 579.00

Weight Item no. Price
5.25 kg 075/211 325.00

5.5 kg 075/212 339.00
5.75 kg 075/213 349.00

6 kg 075/214 359.00
6.25 kg 075/215 369.00

6.5 kg 075/216 379.00
6.75 kg 075/217 395.00

7 kg 075/218 405.00

Material: aluminium; Dim. (ø): 28 mm;  
Pack size: 117 x 22 x 18 cm; Weight: 7.72 kg

610/365 265.00

Universal Poles
Awning frame in 25 mm steel or 28 mm alumini-
um. For Stella and Bermuda. 

Material: steel; Dim. (ø): 25 mm;  
Pack size: 117 x 22.5 x 18 cm; Weight: 14.94 kg

610/360 189.00

without poles 100 % PES polyester, with PU coating
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https://www.frankana.de/de/seitenwand-stella-075222.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/seitenwand-stella-075222.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-pluto-075226.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sonnendach-stella-075201.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sonnendach-stella-075201.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sonnendach-stella-075201.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sonnendach-stella-075201.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sonnendach-stella-075201.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sonnendach-stella-075201.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sonnendach-stella-075201.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sonnendach-stella-075201.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/vorderwand-stella-075211.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/vorderwand-stella-075211.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/vorderwand-stella-075211.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/vorderwand-stella-075211.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/vorderwand-stella-075211.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/vorderwand-stella-075211.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/vorderwand-stella-075211.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/vorderwand-stella-075211.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/gestaenge-universal-02952.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/gestaenge-universal-02952.html


Palermo 
Air

Advantages
Small pack size  
Specially for caravans with lifting roof  
Quick and easy to set up

1,149.00

Tent depth: 270 cm

Mounting height: 180 – 220 cm

Perfect for caravans with lifting roof,  
e.g. Hymer Eriba
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Palermo Air
The inflatable caravan tent Palermo Air was specially developed for caravans with a lifting roof (e.g. Hymer 
Eriba Touring models except for model Puk) and a connection height of 180 – 220 cm. Thanks to the air  
tube system, it is quick and easy to set up. The living space offers plenty of room for a table and chairs and 
other camping equipment. The supplied stabilising tubes are inserted against the ceiling for a taut roof and 
additional wind stability. Two closable mesh ventilation windows under the canopy provide permanent 
ventilation. The canopy itself provides shade and protects you from rain when entering the tent. The tent 
has an additional entrance door on both sides with large windows with covers and is also equipped with 
GRP stabilisation tubes and support poles.

Front wall: with large windows with covers.  
Can be opened from the right and left side and 
thus used as an entrance door. Can be completely 
removed with a zip. The additional mesh door  
provides ventilation and protects against insects.

Roof material: 210D Ripstop Oxford polyester  
> 5000 mm

Inner Tent
This 2-person inner tent can be used anywhere 
as a sleeping cabin: in the awning as an additio-
nal sleeping space, in a travel tent or even in a 
van awning. It is freestanding and fits in almost 
anywhere. The groundsheet is made of sturdy PE 
material. The walls and roof are made of 
breathable nylon. The large opening allows easy 
access. Bag included.

Poles: ø 7.9 mm fibreglass

Dim. (W x H x D): 210 x 145 x 145 cm
Pack size: 63 x 25 x 21 cm; Weight: 1.95 kg

075/540 59.95

59.95

Accessories

Wall material: 210D Ripstop polyester  
> 3000 mm

Poles: Airtube

Material: 100 % PE polyethylene

Scope of delivery: ø 11 mm GRP poles,  
tensioning material, Airtube, air pump, wind-
break, tent

5000 mm

Dim. (W x H x D): 380 x 230 x 270 cm
Pack size: 83.5 x 45 x 37.5 cm; Weight: 21 kg

072/390 1,149.00

blackout for more privacy

Airtube, GRP Fibreglass 100 % PE polyethylene

Create an additional  
sleeping space for two 
people in your awning

Large entrance doors at the sides and at the front  
ensure excellent air circulation.
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https://www.frankana.de/de/innenzelt-075-540.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-palermo-air-072-390.html


Barcelona
from 999.00

Advantages
Perfect price-performance ratio 
Ideal for aerodynamic vehicles 
Optionally extendable

For everyone who is looking for 
high quality and a good price.

Tent depth: 240 cm

Please order the poles  
separately!
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Front wall: consisting of 2 pieces, detachable, 
even from the roof (veranda effect). Entrance 
door size 4 with two windows and sizes 5 – 9 
with three windows in the front wall.

Side walls: equipped with gauze/ventilation 
windows and can be closed via foil window 
flaps. The side wall door can be rolled up to  
the side. Using double piping, you can add an 
extension to the right side. The side wall can  
remain as a partition wall.

Roof: made of trevira fabric, PVC-coated on 
both sides. Welded roof seams.

Material: completely made of high-quality  
PVC coated on both sides, weatherproof and 
rinseable.

Poles (not included): Need to be ordered  
separately. From size 5 on, we recommend two 
storm poles and two roof supporting poles.

The perfect awning for all price-conscious campers is equipped with all-round storm tensioning  
options. Can be tensioned on the inside with flexible tensioning ladders. Thanks to the included 
double piping, you do not need screws to attach the awning to your caravan.

Barcelona Side Extension Barcelona
With a separate round arch entrance and ventila-
tion window. Only for awning Barcelona. Poles: 
ø 22 mm steel  
Dim. (W x H x D): 120 x 190 x 240 cm
Weight: 23 kg

Lapped zips last  
longer as they are  
protected against UV 
radiation and weather 
conditions.

Suitable for vehicles with an aerodynamic design (KNAUS, Bürstner, Eifelland, etc.).

070/649 679.00

steel ø 25 mm 610/058-1 229.00
aluminium ø 28 mm 610/059-1 295.00

Poles Barcelona

Can also be used as a sun canopy.

Scope of delivery: tensioning material, mud 
flap, curtains, wheel case cover, transport bag, 
tent

Information

Accessories

Size A-Measurement Weight Item no. Price
04 791 – 830 cm 28.3 kg 070/080 999.00
05 831 – 870 cm 29.2 kg 070/081 1,099.00
06 871 – 910 cm 31.5 kg 070/082 1,159.00
07 911 – 950 cm 32.8 kg 070/083 1,199.00
08 951 – 990 cm 34.5 kg 070/084 1,289.00
09 991 – 1030 cm 36.4 kg 070/085 1,319.00

100 % PES polyesterwithout poles

84.00

Storm Strap Set Herzog
This extremely robust storm strap protects your 
tent in strong winds. It is clipped onto the sides 
of the front wall without putting any strain on 
the side canopy poles. The use of an additional 
spring significantly reduces the tensile load on 
the strap and tent.
Consists of: 3 straps approx. 40 mm wide, with 
clip; 3 galvanised special pegs approx. 38 cm 
long; 3 spiral springs approx. ø 18 mm; tension 
loop with buckle.
Suitable for: Barcelona 070/925 84.00
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https://www.frankana.de/de/seitenanbau-barcelona-070-649.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/gestaenge-barcelona-6100581.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/gestaenge-barcelona-6100581.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-barcelona-070080.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-barcelona-070080.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-barcelona-070080.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-barcelona-070080.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-barcelona-070080.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-barcelona-070080.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sturmsicherung-herzog-070-925.html


Meira
Tent depth: 240 cm

Advantages
Incl. curtains 
Piping for extension 
Veranda effect

An excellent travel companion!

from 1,499.00
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Front wall: two pieces, interchangeable, can be 
folded down to form a veranda. Windows with 
curtains.

Side walls: interchangeable, can be folded 
down to form a veranda. With large window 
with mosquito gauze and cover. With door that 
can be rolled away to the side.

Material: roof made of Tencate WM19 (printed 
inside), front wall and side walls made of  

Tencate WR18 (breathable), 95 % polyester, 
raised mud flap made of PVC.

Poles: ø 28 mm aluminium poles (5 roof poles,  
3 legs, canopy poles)

Scope of delivery: ø 28 mm aluminium poles, 
tensioning material, mud flap, curtains, trans-
port bag, tent

The 5-piece design travel awning with great equipment offers space for the whole family. The win-
dows are equipped with curtains with roller suspension. The awning is equipped with a special piping 
to accommodate the screwless retaining brackets (brackets not included). Four storm strap clips, the 
draught skirt (can be tensioned inside or outside) and the Vario corner on the front slope of the cara-
van round off the awning. A piping for attaching an extension on the right-hand side and the perma-
nent top ventilation with zip make the awning a functional companion. Hemstitches in the canopy to 
accommodate the canopy poles.

Meira
large panorama windows

included mud flap

GRP Poles Meira
You have the option of purchasing GRP poles  
(ø 26 mm; roof: ø 30.5 mm) instead of the  
28 mm aluminium poles for an extra charge.  
Weight: 12 kg 075/672 269.95

Mosquito Net Door
Mosquito net door for the awning entrance.  
Can be rolled up. Attached between two vertical 
poles using a veranda pole and clamps.
Dim. (L x W): 215 x 100 cm; Pack size: 118 x 31 x  
22 cm; Weight: 2 kg 075/449 179.95

Storm Strap Set 070/927 44.95

Accessories

Size A-Measurement Weight Item no. Price
05 841 – 875 cm 32 kg 075/643 1,499.00
06 876 – 910 cm 33 kg 075/644 1,549.00
07 911 – 945 cm 34.1 kg 075/645 1,579.00
08 946 – 980 cm 35.3 kg 075/646 1,609.00
09 981 – 1015 cm 36.3 kg 075/647 1,639.00
10 1016 – 1050 cm 37.4 kg 075/648 1,669.00
11 1051 – 1085 cm 38.5 kg 075/670 1,699.00
12 1086 – 1120 cm 39.7 kg 075/671 1,739.00

Aluminium 95 % PES polyester, 5 % cotton

Extension Meira
The extension for the travel awning Meira is  
connected to the awning by means of a double 
piping profile. With blackout front window and 
a lateral entrance that can be rolled up. Poles:  
25 mm steel, incl. central roof strut and loop legs.  
Material: PVC polyvinyl chloride; Dim. (W x H x D): 
140 x 200 x 215 cm; Pack size: 120 x 40 x 40 cm; 
Weight: 24 kg 075/814 549.00

549.00

NEW
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https://www.frankana.de/de/gfk-gestaenge-meira-075-672.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/moskitonetztuer-075-449.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sturm-abspannset-070-927.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-meira-075645.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-meira-075645.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-meira-075645.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-meira-075645.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-meira-075645.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-meira-075645.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-meira-075645.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-meira-075645.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/anbau-meira-075-814.html


Ceres
Tent depth: 260 cm

Advantages
Rounded off design 
Large panorama windows 
Headroom approx. 185 cm  
(at the front wall)

Modern awning that leaves nothing 
to be desired.

from 1,499.00
With piping for a sun canopy!

You can find a more detailed description of the sun canopy 
Canopy Shady Pro on page 81
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Front walls: removable, with tinted window 
film. Can be used as needed.

Side walls: with mosquito nets. Can be used as 
needed.

Material: HydroTech® Ripstop 100 % polyester

Poles: Advanced Air System® (AAS)

Scope of delivery: 2 transport bags,  
tensioning material, Airtube, air pump, mud flap 
& wheel cover, tent

The elegant design and the modern, rounded shape leave nothing to be desired. With a depth of  
260 cm, the inflatable awning Ceres is very spacious. It is pulled completely into the piping rail of your 
caravan. This means that all windows, doors and service hatches can be opened easily and that the 
awning is sealed. The high-quality HydroTech® Ripstop material, the permanent ventilation and the 
tinted windows ensure a pleasant temperature inside the awning even on hot summer days. Thanks 
to the large panorama windows, you always have a great view and optimal lighting conditions.  
The headroom of approx. 185 cm at the front wall ensures that the space inside the awning can be 
optimally used and thanks to the AAS system, the inflatable awning is quick and easy to set up. The 
new model is additionally equipped with a connection for the sun canopy Canopy Shady Pro and is 
available in additional sizes.

Ceres Accessories

with tinted panorama windows

Extension Eris

Size A-Measurement Weight Item no. Price
07 911 – 945 cm 34.3 kg 075/736 1,499.00
08 946 – 980 cm 34.8 kg 075/737 1,599.00
09 981 – 1015 cm 35.3 kg 075/738 1,699.00
10 1016 – 1050 cm 35.8 kg 075/739 1,799.00
11 1051 – 1085 cm 36.3 kg 075/740 1,899.00
12 1086 – 1120 cm 37 kg 075/758 1,949.00

Item no. Price
Extension Eris 075/622 629.95
Veranda Pole 075/606 24.95

Weight Item no. Price
7.2 kg 075/755 249.00
7.5 kg 075/744 269.00
7.8 kg 075/757 309.00
8.1 kg 075/756 319.00
8.4 kg 075/745 339.00

Sun Canopy Canopy Shady ProTravel Awning Ceres
5000 mm

(from model 2023 onwards!)

100 % PES polyester, double-sided PU coatingAirtube

spacious interior
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https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-ceres-075736.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-ceres-075736.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-ceres-075736.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-ceres-075736.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-ceres-075736.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-ceres-075619.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/anbau-eris-075-622.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/verandastange-075-606.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sonnendach-canopy-shady-pro-075741.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sonnendach-canopy-shady-pro-075741.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sonnendach-canopy-shady-pro-075741.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sonnendach-canopy-shady-pro-075741.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sonnendach-canopy-shady-pro-075741.html


Octavia 
Air

from 1,819.00

Advantages
Veranda effect 
Fully integrated inflatable tent 
Optionally expandable

Flexibly expandable space  
for the whole family.

Tent depth: 240 cm
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Front wall: made of two pieces, completely de-
tachable, with veranda effect. One door each on 
the left and right. Window with transparent film. 
Top ventilation.

Side walls: completely detachable with door. 
Gauze window, can be closed with a transparent 
film flap with zips.

Roof: rounded for more stability.

Material: roof and side walls made of extra 
strong KlimaTex polyester fabric, PU-coated.

Poles: Airtube

Scope of delivery: tensioning material, Airtube, 
double action pump, curtains, windbreak, trans-
port bag, tent

The fully integrated air tube awning with its modern round form is an eye catcher on every campsite 
no matter where you go. Being incredibly stable, quickly set up and perfectly adaptable to any cara-
van, it makes every camper's heart beat faster. The positive effect this awning will have on your holi-
day is immediately apparent when you set it up. The Octavia Air can optionally be expanded with a 
sun canopy and an extension.

Octavia Air

Extension Octavia Air

Sun Canopy Octavia Air

629.00

from 550.00

075/345 629.00

Use this extension to upgrade your travel awning 
Octavia Air to have even more space. Easy and 
stable attachment via zip. Poles: Airtube.  
Dim. (W x H x D): 220 x 185 x 150 cm; Pack size: 
61 x 24 x 24 cm; Weight: 7 kg

Upgrade your travel awning Octavia Air with  
this sun canopy to have even more space in the 
shade and a dry place for when it rains. It is at-
tached to the awning with a plastic connecting 
profile. Aluminium poles are included in delivery. 
Material: TenCate All Season 70 % PES and 30 % 
PVA with external coating.

transparent windowsair tubes easy to set up

Accessories

Size A-Measurement Weight Item no. Price
10 875 – 900 cm 34 kg 075/324 1,819.00
11 900 – 925 cm 35 kg 075/325 1,849.00
12 925 – 950 cm 36 kg 075/326 1,879.00
13 950 – 975 cm 37 kg 075/327 1,915.00
14 975 – 1000 cm 39 kg 075/328 2,035.00
15 1000 – 1025 cm 41 kg 075/329 2,149.00
16 1025 – 1050 cm 42 kg 075/330 2,205.00
17 1050 – 1075 cm 44 kg 075/331 2,265.00
18 1075 – 1100 cm 45 kg 075/332 2,319.00
19 1100 – 1125 cm 46 kg 075/333 2,399.00

Weight Item no. Price
3.6 kg 075/335 550.00
3.7 kg 075/336 562.00
3.9 kg 075/337 573.00
4.1 kg 075/338 592.00
4.3 kg 075/339 609.00
4.5 kg 075/340 621.00
4.7 kg 075/341 642.00
4.9 kg 075/342 662.00
5.1 kg 075/343 688.00
5.3 kg 075/344 758.00

Airtube 100 % PES polyester, with PU coating

You can find 
additional  
accessories 
from page 90 
onwards
e.g. air pump,  
pole tensioner, Safe 
Lock, storm straps, 
awning carpet
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https://www.frankana.de/de/anbau-octavia-air-075-345.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-octavia-air-075333.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-octavia-air-075333.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-octavia-air-075333.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-octavia-air-075333.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-octavia-air-075333.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-octavia-air-075333.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-octavia-air-075333.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-octavia-air-075333.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-octavia-air-075333.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-octavia-air-075333.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sonnendach-octavia-air-075344.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sonnendach-octavia-air-075344.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sonnendach-octavia-air-075344.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sonnendach-octavia-air-075344.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sonnendach-octavia-air-075344.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sonnendach-octavia-air-075344.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sonnendach-octavia-air-075344.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sonnendach-octavia-air-075344.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sonnendach-octavia-air-075344.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sonnendach-octavia-air-075344.html


Pluto 2.0

Advantages
Veranda effect 
Quick and easy to set up 
Fully integrated inflatable awning

The ideal companion for your holiday.
Tent depth: 250 cm

from 2,049.00NEW

With piping for a sun canopy!
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Front wall: removable, with mosquito net.  
Can be used as needed.

Side walls: removable, with mosquito nets.  
Can be used as needed.

Material: HydroTech® CottonTouch 100 % poly-
ester

Poles: Advanced Air System® (AAS)

Thanks to the AAS air technology, the inflatable awning Pluto is quick and easy to set up. It is pulled 
completely into the piping rail of your caravan. This means that all windows, doors and service hatches 
can be opened easily and that the sides of your caravan are sealed against wind and weather. Thanks to 
the high-quality HydroTech® CottonTouch material, the permanent ventilation and the tinted windows, 
the temperature inside the awning will be pleasant even on hot summer days. The removable front and 
side walls are equipped with mosquito nets and can be used as needed. The new model is additionally 
equipped with a connection for the sun canopy Canopy Shady Pro.

Pluto 2.0
Additional Air Tube Set Pluto
The front wall air tube set provides extra stabili-
ty for your travel awning Pluto.  
Dim. (L x ø): 180 x 10 cm

Spacer Set
Spacer to compensate for uneven grounds. 
Content: 4 pieces; Dim. (H x ø): 3 x 16 cm; 
Weight: 2.4 kg 075/463 12.95

075/314 99.90

075/698 34.95

075/605 34.95

Veranda Pole Pluto
up to size 10
Extendable: 2.2 – 2.9 m
from size 11
Extendable: 3.15 – 3.4 m

Accessories

cosy interior

travel awning Pluto with 
panorama window

Sun Canopy Canopy Shady ProTravel Awning Pluto 2.0

6000 mm

(see page 94)

Weight Item no. Price
6.9 kg 075/743 239.00
7.2 kg 075/755 249.00
7.5 kg 075/744 269.00
7.8 kg 075/757 309.00
8.1 kg 075/756 319.00
8.4 kg 075/745 339.00

(from model 2023 onwards!)

You can find a more detailed description of the  
sun canopy Canopy Shady Pro on page 81.

Extension Eris Premium 
Scope of delivery: tensioning material, Airtube, 
roof pole, mosquito net, transport bag, tent. 
Colour: grey; Material: 100 % PES polyester
Dim. (W x H x D): 210 x 180 x 180 cm
Pack size: 95 x 30 x 30 cm; Weight: 11 kg

075/789 699.95

Size A-Measurement Weight Item no. Price
07 911 – 945 cm 45 kg 075/761 2,049.00
08 946 – 980 cm 46 kg 075/762 2,249.00
09 981 – 1015 cm 47 kg 075/763 2,349.00
10 1016 – 1050 cm 49 kg 075/764 2,549.00
11 1051 – 1085 cm 50 kg 075/765 2,599.00
12 1086 – 1120 cm 51 kg 075/766 2,699.00

Airtube 100 % PES polyester, double-sided PU coating
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https://www.frankana.de/de/distanz-set-075-463.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/zusaetzliches-luftschlauchset-pluto-075-314.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/verandastange-pluto-075698.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/verandastange-pluto-075698.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sonnendach-canopy-shady-pro-075741.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sonnendach-canopy-shady-pro-075741.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sonnendach-canopy-shady-pro-075741.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sonnendach-canopy-shady-pro-075741.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sonnendach-canopy-shady-pro-075741.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sonnendach-canopy-shady-pro-075741.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/westfield-anbau-eris-premium-modell-2024-075-789.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-pluto-2-0-modell-2024-075761-01.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-pluto-2-0-modell-2024-075761-01.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-pluto-2-0-modell-2024-075761-01.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-pluto-2-0-modell-2024-075761-01.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-pluto-2-0-modell-2024-075761-01.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-pluto-2-0-modell-2024-075761-01.html


Pluto XL 2.0

Advantages
Fully integrated inflatable awning 
Quick and easy to set up 
Large panorama windows

Tent depth: 300 cm

Mounting height: 240 – 255 cm

NEW 2,349.00

Freedom, comfort and luxury in XL!

With piping for  
a sun canopy!
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Travel Awning Pluto XL Sun Canopy Canopy Shady Pro

Weight Item no. Price
6.9 kg 075/743 239.00
7.2 kg 075/755 249.00
7.5 kg 075/744 269.00
7.8 kg 075/757 309.00
8.1 kg 075/756 319.00

(from model 2023 onwards!)

With a depth of 300 cm, the inflatable awning Pluto XL is incredibly spacious! It is pulled completely 
into the piping rail of your caravan. This means that all windows, doors and service hatches can be 
opened easily and that the sides of your caravan are sealed against wind and weather. Thanks to the 
high-quality HydroTech® CottonTouch material, the permanent ventilation and the tinted windows, 
the temperature inside the awning will be pleasant even on hot summer days. The removable front 
and side walls are equipped with mosquito nets and can be used as needed. The large panorama win-
dows ensure that you always have a great view and optimal lighting conditions. Thanks to the AAS air 
technology, the inflatable awning Pluto XL is especially quick and easy to set up. The new model is ad-
ditionally equipped with a connection for the sun canopy Canopy Shady Pro.

Front wall: removable, with mosquito net and 
panorama window. Can be used as needed.

Side walls: removable, with mosquito nets and 
panorama windows. Can be used as needed.

Material: HydroTech® CottonTouch 100 % poly-
ester

Extension Eris Premium
Scope of delivery: tensioning material, Airtube, 
roof pole, mosquito net, transport bag, tent

Colour: grey; Dim. (W x H x D): 210 x 180 x 180 cm; 
Pack size: 95 x 30 x 30 cm; Weight: 11 kg

075/789 699.95

Accessories

Pluto XL 2.0

Sun Canopy Canopy Shady Pro

Size A-Measurement Weight Item no. Price
07 XL 911 – 945 cm 46 kg 075/767 2,349.00
08 XL 946 – 980 cm 47 kg 075/768 2,449.00
09 XL 981 – 1015 cm 49 kg 075/769 2,549.00
10 XL 1016 – 1050 cm 50 kg 075/770 2,749.00
11 XL 1051 – 1085 cm 51 kg 075/771 2,799.00

Airtube 100 % PES polyester, double-sided PU coating

Poles: Advanced Air System® (AAS)

Scope of delivery: 1 veranda pole, 2 transport 
bags, tensioning material, Airtube, air pump, mud 
flap & wheel cover with ventilation, tent

699.95

The optional extension 
Eris Premium offers even 
more space.

spacious interior Enjoy a great view thanks  
to the large windows!

You can find a more detailed 
description of the sun canopy 
Canopy Shady Pro on page 81.

NEW

6000 mm
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https://www.frankana.de/de/sonnendach-canopy-shady-pro-075741.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sonnendach-canopy-shady-pro-075741.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sonnendach-canopy-shady-pro-075741.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sonnendach-canopy-shady-pro-075741.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sonnendach-canopy-shady-pro-075741.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/westfield-anbau-eris-premium-modell-2024-075-789.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-pluto-xl-2-0-modell-2024-075767-01.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-pluto-xl-2-0-modell-2024-075767-01.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-pluto-xl-2-0-modell-2024-075767-01.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-pluto-xl-2-0-modell-2024-075767-01.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-pluto-xl-2-0-modell-2024-075767-01.html


Luxury for the campsite

Also suitable for greater mounting heights.

Luxor Air

Advantages
Fully integrated 
Veranda effect 
Incl. curtains 
All-around canopy

Tent depth: 280 cm

from 2,069.00
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Front wall: with covered zips for optimum pro-
tection. Transparent film windows with curtains. 
Windows can be folded down to form a veran-
da. Front walls are exchangeable. This results in 
four possible doors.

Side walls: with covered zips. Side walls can be 
completely removed and replaced thanks to a 
zip. This means that the ventilation windows can 
be placed at the front or towards the caravan. 

Transparent film windows with curtains for even 
more privacy.

Material: made of extra strong KlimaTex polyes-
ter fabric, PU-coated.

Poles: Airtube

Scope of delivery: tensioning material, Airtube, 
double action pump, curtains, transport bag, tent

The fully integrated inflatable awning has a depth of 280 cm. Specially designed to create a large,  
luxurious space with plenty of daylight in front of your caravan. Weatherproof, with sealed seams and 
double mud flap. Optionally, the awning can be extended with an extension attached to the desired 
side wall.

Luxor Air

Extension Luxor Air

Side Wall with Gauze Window

075/588 629.00

075/993 69.00

Extension for the travel awning Luxor Air. Simply 
attach the extension to any side wall of the awning 
via zip.
Material: KlimaTex; Dim. (W x H x D): 
220 x 175 x 220 cm; Pack size: 61.5 x 25.5 x  
25.5 cm; Weight: 6 kg

Side wall with gauze window for travel awning  
Luxor Air. Dim. (W x H x D): 175 x 182 x 0.2 cm;  
Pack size: 28.7 x 20 x 6.1 cm; Weight: 600 g

629.00

Fresh air in your awning 
thanks to veranda effect.

Can also be used as a sun canopy.

With 4 door options

Accessories

You will find additional  
accessories from page 90 on.

Size A-Measurement Weight Item no. Price
09 850 – 875 cm 35.8 kg 075/566 2,069.00
10 875 – 900 cm 37 kg 075/567 2,205.00
11 900 – 925 cm 37.7 kg 075/568 2,239.00
12 925 – 950 cm 38.4 kg 075/569 2,279.00
13 950 – 975 cm 39.1 kg 075/570 2,385.00
14 975 – 1000 cm 41.6 kg 075/571 2,449.00
15 1000 – 1025 cm 42.8 kg 075/572 2,569.00
16 1025 – 1050 cm 43.5 kg 075/573 2,615.00
17 1050 – 1075 cm 44.2 kg 075/574 2,689.00
18 1075 – 1100 cm 44.9 kg 075/575 2,739.00
19 1100 – 1125 cm 45.1 kg 075/576 2,759.00

Airtube 100 % PES polyester, with PU coating
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https://www.frankana.de/de/anbau-luxor-air-075-588.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/seitenwand-mit-gazefenster-075-993.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-luxor-air-075566.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-luxor-air-075566.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-luxor-air-075566.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-luxor-air-075566.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-luxor-air-075566.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-luxor-air-075566.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-luxor-air-075566.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-luxor-air-075566.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-luxor-air-075566.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-luxor-air-075566.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-luxor-air-075566.html


Galaxy 
2.0

Advantages
Fully integrated inflatable awning 
Set up in only 20 – 30 minutes 
Available in 4 sizes

Tent depth: 250 cm

NEW from 3,099.95

Travel awning Galaxy 2.0 –  
the perfect seasonal awning!

With piping for a sun canopy!
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The luxury inflatable awning Galaxy by Westfield TQC is made in Germany with the best European  
fabrics. Thanks to its design and modern shape, you will feel even more comfortable on holiday. The 
large windows that can be closed from the inside, the depth of 250 cm and the headroom in the  
awning ensure that you have a very pleasant feeling of space. The indoor climate is also optimal in any 
weather thanks to the high-quality AIRTEX® and TenCate® All Season materials and the many ventila-
tion options. With the Galaxy luxury inflatable awning attached to your caravan, you are ready for 
your next holiday. Suitable for seasonal use.

Galaxy 2.0

Front wall: two parts, detachable, with door. 
With large panorama windows with blinds and 
mosquito nets.

Side walls: with large panorama windows with 
blinds and mosquito nets.

Accessories

Suitable for Pluto 2.0,  
Pluto XL 2.0, Vega 2.0, Galaxy 2.0, 
Neptune 2.0 and Orion 2.0.

Sun Canopy Canopy Shady ProYou can find a more detailed 
description of the sun canopy 
Canopy Shady Pro on page 81

Can be extended in 
a variety of ways!

very spacious 
inside

Travel Awning Galaxy 2.0

Size A-Measurement Weight Item no. Price
08 946 – 980 cm 47 kg 075/772 3,099.95
09 981 – 1015 cm 48 kg 075/773 3,199.95
10 1016 – 1050 cm 49 kg 075/774 3,299.95
11 1051 – 1085 cm 50 kg 075/788 3,399.95

Scope of delivery: tensioning material, sun  
canopy, poles; Colour: grey

Weight Item no. Price
7.2 kg 075/755 249.00
7.5 kg 075/744 269.00
7.8 kg 075/757 309.00
8.1 kg 075/756 319.00

(from model 2023 onwards!)

Airtube PES polyester, PVA polyvinyl acetate

Extension Eris Premium

Scope of delivery: tensioning material, Airtube, 
roof pole, mosquito net, transport bag, tent

Colour: grey; Dim. (W x H x D): 210 x 180 x 180 cm; 
Pack size: 95 x 30 x 30 cm; Weight: 11 kg

075/789 699.95

699.95

The extension Eris is quick and easy to set up 
and creates extra living space in your awning! 
No matter whether you are sleeping in it or use 
it as a kitchen or storage tent, Eris offers a  
variety of possibilities. The door and the tinted 
windows with privacy function create optimum 
light conditions and always give you a perfect 
view. The height of 180 cm offers headroom  
and leaves nothing to be desired. A double zip 
allows you to use the existing side wall of your 
inflatable awning as a partition or room divider. 
The supplied roof poles ensure optimum tension 
in the roof.

Material: HydroTech® CottonTouch

NEW

Material: AIRTEX® (side walls) and TenCate® 
(roof) All Season

Poles: Airtube (AAS)

6000 mm
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https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-galaxy-2-0-modell-2024-075772-01.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-galaxy-2-0-modell-2024-075772-01.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-galaxy-2-0-modell-2024-075772-01.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reisevorzelt-galaxy-2-0-modell-2024-075772-01.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sonnendach-canopy-shady-pro-075741.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sonnendach-canopy-shady-pro-075741.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sonnendach-canopy-shady-pro-075741.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sonnendach-canopy-shady-pro-075741.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/westfield-anbau-eris-premium-modell-2024-075-789.html


Luxury at a low entry-level price.
Lux

Advantages
2 years warranty 
Incl. curtains

Tent depth: 240 cm

from 999.00
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Front wall and side walls: can be removed. 
Front wall can be divided and used as a veranda. 
Entrance door can be rolled up. Front wall win-
dow with curtains. The canopy is equipped with 
hemstitches for additional poles (optional).

Side walls: with doors that can be rolled back. 
The right side wall is equipped with a double 
wind corner (advantageous for aerodynamic ca-
ravans). Large gauze windows.

Roof: with permanent and high ventilation. 
Equipped with rain gutter piping on both sides.

Material: roof, front and side walls are made of 
high-quality, PVC-coated (both sides) polyester 
fabric (Trevira); extremely tear-proof, rinseable 
and easy to clean.

Poles: not included, please order separately.

Scope of delivery: tensioning material, mud 
flap, curtains, wheel case cover, transport bag, 
tent

This stylish 5-piece awning in a lively and friendly colour design offers numerous equipment features 
and comfort at an incredible price. Versatile use, e.g. as a sun canopy, either with or without side 
walls. Enjoy your holiday and leisure time! Thanks to the doors in the front and side walls, you can  
easily enter the awning. The roof ventilation provides a pleasant indoor climate.

Lux

Unroll the front wall partially or completely and en-
joy the veranda effect.

Enjoy your holiday to the fullest 
with this versatile awning.

Please order the poles 
separately!



Size A-Measurement Weight Item no. Price
12 881 – 910 cm 24 kg 070/340 999.00
13 911 – 940 cm 26 kg 070/341 1,070.00
14 941 – 970 cm 28 kg 070/342 1,110.00
15 971 – 1000 cm 30 kg 070/343 1,140.00
16 1001 – 1030 cm 32 kg 070/344 1,199.00

Storm Strap Set Frankana Freiko

Standard Steel Poles
Steel poles ø 25 mm with GripStop system. The 
pole locks when pressing it together without any 
damage. Very easy to use. 
Pack size: 120 x 25 x 18 cm;  
Weight: 15.6 kg

Tension Rafter 610/021 22.95
Storm Pole ø 22 mm 610/026 23.50
Roof Pole with Hook  
ø 25 mm 610/043 24.50
Mosquito Net Door 075/449 179.95

610/063 239.00

Accessories

070/926 52.50

without poles double-sided PVC coating, 100 % PES polyester

All segments of the front and side walls can be removed.
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https://www.frankana.de/de/saisonvorzelt-lux-070340.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/saisonvorzelt-lux-070340.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/saisonvorzelt-lux-070340.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/saisonvorzelt-lux-070340.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/saisonvorzelt-lux-070340.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/spann-und-firststab-02674.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/orkanstuetze-orkan.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/dachhakenstange-dachhaken.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/moskitonetztuer-075-449.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/standard-stahlgestaenge-610-063.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sturmsicherung-frankana-freiko-070-926.html


Prestige – for everyone  
who is looking for a little extra. Prestige

Advantages
Can be used as a sun canopy
All-round blackout
Ideal for aerodynamic  
vehicles

Tent depth: 240 cm

from 1,430.00
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Front wall: consisting of 4 parts, removable and 
can be rolled up to form a veranda. Window seg-
ments with non-transparent PVC flaps. Incl. cur-
tains in matching design. The front door can be 
positioned either on the left or on the right.

Side walls: are removable. Gauze/foil window 
with translucent embossed foil flap. One entrance 
door each.

Roof: made of one element, with reinforced  
pole eyelets, SHS roof piping with fabric sheath, 
welded roof seam and closable roof ventilation, 
canopy depth 18 cm.

Material: The tent is completely made of  
washable, weatherproof polyester fabric with 
PVC coating on both sides. Absolutely leakproof, 
very easy to clean (even from spore stains) and 
rot-proof. Very high tear resistance.

Poles (not included): Please order separately.  
We recommend 2 additional roof hook poles 
(610/043) and 2 storm poles (610/044).

Seven-part awning for everyone who wants more. Exterior mud flap, tensioning on the inside, storm 
straps at the front wall. Can also be used as a sun canopy if you remove the front and side walls.  
Covered zips. Also suitable for aerodynamic vehicles. With over-welded roof seam as standard.

Prestige

Size A-Measurement Weight Item no. Price
10 881 – 905 cm 29 kg 070/090 1,430.00
11 906 – 930 cm 30 kg 070/091 1,475.00
12 931 – 955 cm 31 kg 070/092 1,485.00
13 956 – 980 cm 32 kg 070/093 1,545.00
14 981 – 1005 cm 33 kg 070/094 1,555.00
15 1006 – 1030 cm 34 kg 070/095 1,590.00
16 1031 – 1055 cm 35 kg 070/096 1,645.00

Poles Prestige/Bodensee
From size 11 on, we recommend 2 roof hook  
poles and 2 storm poles.
steel ø 25 mm 610/069 195.00

Accessories

Completely washable 
and weatherproof!

Complete protection  
for even more privacy.

steel

Scope of delivery: tensioning material, mud flap, 
wheel case cover, SHS piping, curtains (front wall), 
transport bag, tent

Storm Strap Set Frankana Freiko
070/926 52.50

Tension Rafter 610/021 22.95
Storm Pole ø 25 mm 610/044 25.50
Roof Pole with Hook  
ø 25 mm 610/043 24.50
Mosquito Net Door 075/449 179.95

without poles double-sided PVC coating, 100 % PES polyester
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Including curtains.

Finnland

Advantages
Incl. curtains 
Veranda effect 
Optionally extendable

Tent depth: 240 cm/280 cm

from 1,579.00
Perfect price-performance 
ratio!
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Tent depth: 240 cm Tent depth: 280 cm

Front wall: two pieces, interchangeable.  
Entrance door can be rolled up and away. With 
Velcro and fleece for vertical pole. Lockable  
permanent top ventilation.

Side walls: with gauze window with clear and 
dark cover. Lateral piping for attaching a rain 
gutter. Piping for attaching a bay on the right  
side.

Roof: hemstitches in the canopy to accommodate 
the canopy tensioning poles.

The 5-part all-season awning is equipped with a special piping to hold the screwless support brackets 
(not included). There are storm flaps and hemstitches under all windows. With double draught skirt, 
storm belt clip and a Vario corner that adapts to the caravan.

Finnland

Material: roof, side/front wall and draught skirt 
made of PVC

Poles: ø 25 mm steel (5 roof poles, 3 storm  
poles, canopy poles)

Scope of delivery: ø 25 mm steel poles,  
tensioning material, mud flap, curtains, transport 
bag, tent

Steel Poles Finnland

075/564 199.95

If the tent is subjected to harsher conditions or 
high loads, e.g. wind or roof loads, reinforced 
steel poles are recommended. For an additional 
charge, you can purchase 32 mm steel poles 
instead of the 25 mm steel poles (additional 
weight: 20 kg).

Size A-Measurement Weight Item no. Price
04 806 – 840 cm 55 kg 075/542 1,579.00
05 841 – 875 cm 57 kg 075/543 1,599.00
06 876 – 910 cm 59 kg 075/544 1,629.00
07 911 – 945 cm 61 kg 075/545 1,649.00
08 946 – 980 cm 63 kg 075/546 1,699.00
09 981 – 1015 cm 65 kg 075/547 1,719.00
10 1016 – 1050 cm 67 kg 075/548 1,749.00
11 1051 – 1085 cm 69 kg 075/549 1,799.00
12 1086 – 1120 cm 71 kg 075/550 1,839.00
13 1121 – 1155 cm 73 kg 075/551 1,879.00
14 1156 – 1190 cm 75 kg 075/552 1,919.00

Size A-Measurement Weight Item no. Price
04 806 – 840 cm 58 kg 075/553 1,859.00
05 841 – 875 cm 60 kg 075/554 1,879.00
06 876 – 910 cm 62 kg 075/555 1,899.00
07 911 – 945 cm 64 kg 075/556 1,929.00
08 946 – 980 cm 66 kg 075/557 1,979.00
09 981 – 1015 cm 68 kg 075/558 1,999.00
10 1016 – 1050 cm 70 kg 075/559 2,029.00
11 1051 – 1085 cm 72 kg 075/560 2,079.00
12 1086 – 1120 cm 74 kg 075/561 2,109.00
13 1121 – 1155 cm 76 kg 075/562 2,159.00
14 1156 – 1190 cm 78 kg 075/563 2,189.00

Extension Grön-
land/Finnland

Mosquito Net 
Door
Mosquito net door for 
the awning entrance. 
Can be rolled up. At-
tached between two 
vertical poles using a 
veranda pole and 
clamps. Dim. (L x W): 
215 x 100 cm

The extension for the 
awnings Grönland and 
Finnland is connected 
to the awning by means 
of a double piping pro-
file. With blackout front 
window and a lateral entrance that can be rolled 
up. Poles: 25 mm steel, incl. central roof strut 
and loop legs.  
Material: PVC polyvinyl chloride; Dim. (W x H x D): 
140 x 200 x 215 cm; Pack size: 120 x 41 x 39 cm;  
Weight: 24 kg 

Storm Strap Set 070/927 44.95
Storm Package 075/531 389.00

075/595 549.00

075/449 179.95

Accessories

Can be folded down to form a veranda
completely open 
or closed

Incl. curtains 
Veranda effect 
Optionally extendable

Steel 100 % PVC polyvinyl chloride
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The perfect awning for permanent 
or seasonal campers. Rhön DC

Advantages
Veranda option 
Incl. front wall curtains 
Incl. bag and mud flap

Tent depth: 240 cm

from 1,910.00
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Front wall: consists of four parts. Each part can 
be removed individually. Can be used as a veran-
da. All windows can be closed with window 
flaps. The front door can be placed either to the 
left or to the right of the centre. The door can be 
rolled up. Velcro strip channel under windows.

Side walls: removable, with one door each. 
Gauze/foil window with clear foil flap and win-
dow flap. Velcro strip channel under windows.

Roof: without attachment seam and with SHS 
piping. Covered gable ventilation with welded 

The ideal PVC awning for both permanent and seasonal campers as well as for those conscious of 
quality and comfort. Window flaps made of canvas. Heavy and covered zips. Double curtain rail and 
curtains with roll suspension. Hemstitch pockets in the canopy. Velcro strip channels for increased 
storm resistance. Suitable for vehicles with aerodynamic bow design (KNAUS, Bürstner, Eifelland, etc.).

Rhön DC

gable seam, piping rail for rain gutter, roof over-
hang 18 cm.

Material: front wall, side walls and roof made 
of rinseable PVC-coated tarpaulin.

Poles: Not included in delivery, please order  
separately!

Scope of delivery: tensioning material, mud 
flap, curtains, wheel case cover, bag, tent

Poles

610/060 307.50

The pole set consists of 5 roof poles and 5 sup-
port poles. Material: steel; ø 25 mm

Accessories

For more privacy!

Please order the  
poles separately!



Size A-Measurement Weight Item no. Price
09 856 – 880 cm 35 kg 070/210 1,910.00
10 881 – 905 cm 36 kg 070/211 1,970.00
11 906 – 930 cm 37 kg 070/212 2,035.00
12 931 – 955 cm 38 kg 070/213 2,095.00
13 956 – 980 cm 39 kg 070/214 2,110.00
14 981 – 1005 cm 40 kg 070/215 2,145.00
15 1006 – 1030 cm 41 kg 070/216 2,205.00
16 1031 – 1055 cm 42 kg 070/217 2,240.00
17 1056 – 1080 cm 43 kg 070/218 2,265.00

Window Awning Rhön 071/004 100.00

Side Wall Curtains
Enhance your awning with curtains and create a 
homely atmosphere. Protects against unwanted 
glances. Set consists of 4 curtains.
Weight: 800 g

Storm Strap Set Frankana Freiko
Tensioning is provided by a strong tension spring 
that regulates the tension of the strap while an iron 
ground spike ensures the necessary hold. On storm 
roofs without an overhang, the eyelet of the strap 
is placed on the spike of the tent poles.
Set: 2 straps with eyelets (length: 280 cm), 2 relief 
springs, buckles, abrasion protection and 2 pegs.
Suitable for: Lux, Prestige, Jubilee, Rhön DC and 
Feldberg. 070/926 52.50

52.50

070/409 100.00

Veranda option 
Incl. front wall curtains 
Incl. bag and mud flap

without poles double-sided PVC coating, 100 % PES polyester

Power Grip
Content: 4 pieces; Dim. (ø): 22 mm; 
Weight: 231 g 610/353 20.50

20.50
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With 5 sewed on storm strap clips.

Incredibly adaptable!

Grönland

Advantages
Optionally extendable 
Veranda effect 
Integrated storm retainer strip

Tent depth: 240 cm/280 cm

from 2,339.00
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Front wall: 4 pcs. (6 pcs. from size 11), all parts 
are interchangeable. Can be folded down to 
form a veranda. Entrance (80 cm) can be rolled 
up. Vertical Velcro channels. Closable top venti-
lation.

Side walls: 2 pcs., all parts are interchangeable 
(1 x door, 3 x windows), window 1/2 gauze,  
1/2 film, with dark cover. Veranda option. Vertical 
Velcro channels.

The ideal awning for permanent campers. Under every window, there are storm straps on the outside 
and hemstitches on the inside. The tent has three roof channels and a special piping for screwless  
support brackets (brackets not included) and a lateral piping for a rain gutter. A Vario corner ensures 
that the awning perfectly adapts to your caravan. The double draught skirt with sewed on piping  
between the mud flaps makes it possible to move special tensioning hooks.

Grönland

All windows can be closed with window flaps. optionally available  
extension

Roof: with three roof channels for roof poles 
with Velcro tape. Hemstitches in the canopy for 
canopy tensioning poles.

Material: rinseable and easy-to-clean PVC

Poles: ø 32 mm steel poles consisting of: 5 roof 
poles, 5 pitching poles, canopy poles.

Scope of delivery: ø 32 mm steel poles, tensioning 
material, mud flap, curtains, transport bag, tent

Awning walls can be folded down to form a veranda.

Tent depth: 240 cm Tent depth: 280 cm

Size A-Measurement Weight Item no. Price
05 841 – 875 cm 70 kg 075/521 2,339.00
06 876 – 910 cm 72 kg 075/522 2,359.00
06.5 894 – 929 cm 73 kg 075/630 2,379.00
07 911 – 945 cm 74 kg 075/382 2,389.00
07.5 930 – 964 cm 75 kg 075/383 2,409.00
08 946 – 980 cm 76 kg 075/384 2,429.00
08.5 965 – 999 cm 77 kg 075/385 2,449.00
09 981 – 1015 cm 78 kg 075/386 2,459.00
09.5 1000 – 1034 cm 79 kg 075/387 2,479.00
10 1016 – 1050 cm 80 kg 075/388 2,489.00
10.5 1035 – 1069 cm 81 kg 075/523 2,519.00
11 1051 – 1085 cm 82 kg 075/389 2,529.00
12 1086 – 1120 cm 84 kg 075/390 2,559.00
13 1121 – 1155 cm 86 kg 075/524 2,599.00
14 1156 – 1190 cm 88 kg 075/525 2,629.00
15 1191 – 1224 cm 90 kg 075/632 2,649.00

Size A-Measurement Weight Item no. Price
05 841 – 875 cm 72 kg 075/526 2,599.00
06 876 – 910 cm 74 kg 075/527 2,629.00
06.5 894 – 929 cm 76 kg 075/631 2,649.00
07 911 – 945 cm 76 kg 075/391 2,669.00
07.5 930 – 964 cm 77 kg 075/392 2,689.00
08 946 – 980 cm 78 kg 075/393 2,699.00
08.5 965 – 999 cm 79 kg 075/394 2,719.00
09 981 – 1015 cm 80 kg 075/395 2,729.00
09.5 1000 – 1034 cm 81 kg 075/396 2,749.00
10 1016 – 1050 cm 82 kg 075/397 2,769.00
10.5 1035 – 1069 cm 83 kg 075/528 2,779.00
11 1051 – 1085 cm 84 kg 075/398 2,799.00
12 1086 – 1120 cm 86 kg 075/399 2,839.00
13 1121 – 1155 cm 88 kg 075/529 2,869.00
14 1156 – 1190 cm 90 kg 075/530 2,899.00
15 1191 – 1224 cm 92 kg 075/633 2,929.00

Storm Package
Simply pull it into the awning's hemstitches. 
That way, the awning walls are less compressed 
by the wind and the awning stays upright. 
Thanks to four additional roof poles, the dis-
tance between the poles is halved. This reduces 
the risk of water accumulating in heavy rain.
Scope of delivery: ø 25 mm and 32 mm steel 
roof poles and clamps for ø 32 mm steel poles.

075/531 389.00

Extension Grönland/
Finnland 075/595 549.00
Mosquito Net Door 075/449 179.95
Storm Strap Set 070/927 44.95
No Screw Brackets
Content: 2 pieces 610/221 16.90

Accessories

You will find 
additional  
accessories 
from  
page 90 on.

Optionally extendable 
Veranda effect 
Integrated storm retainer strip

Steel 100 % PVC polyvinyl chloride
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Our long-time favourite  
with permanent campers!

Feldberg DC

Advantages
Easy to clean tarpaulin fabric
Incl. poles
Incl. front wall curtains

Tent depth: 240 cm

from 2,655.00
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Front wall: consisting of 4 parts, removable and 
can be rolled away to form a veranda. Door can 
be rolled up. With storm flaps inside, storm  
tensioning bar outside and covered zips. External 
flaps made of tarpaulin fabric.

Side walls: completely removable. Gauze/film 
window with foil flap and outer flap made of 
tarpaulin fabric. The door can be rolled away la-
terally. With covered zips.

Roof: made of one piece. Roof piping with fabric 
sheathing for the screwless support system (SHS 
system). Welded gable seam, reinforced eyelets 
and covered gable ventilation. Hemstitch flaps in 
canopy, 30 cm circumferential roof overhang.

The 7-part awning, ideal for permanent campers, is characterised by extensive features and excellent 
workmanship. The tarpaulin fabric is washable and therefore easy to care for. This awning with frame 
is part of the Frankana Freiko tent collection and is very functional and well thought-out.

Feldberg DC

Material: Front wall, side walls and roof made 
of washable and easy-care PVC tarpaulin fabric.

Poles: ø 25 mm steel, consisting of: 5 roof  
poles, 5 support poles, frame for the roof over-
hang.
From size 17, we recommend 2 additional roof 
hook poles (610/113) and 2 storm poles 
(610/044).

Scope of delivery: ø 25 mm steel poles,  
tensioning material, mud flap, curtains, wheel 
case cover, transport bag, tent

storm retainer strip

roof vent can be covered

You can find the appropriate assembly  
instructions at www.frankanafreiko.de

Protect yourself  
from prying eyes  
with all-round  
window flaps!

Information

Size A-Measurement Weight Item no. Price
11 906 – 930 cm 74 kg 075/428 2,655.00
12 931 – 955 cm 75 kg 075/429 2,705.00
13 956 – 980 cm 76 kg 075/430 2,720.00
14 981 – 1005 cm 77 kg 075/431 2,745.00
15 1006 – 1030 cm 78 kg 075/432 2,785.00
17 1056 – 1080 cm 80 kg 075/434 2,840.00
18 1081 – 1105 cm 86 kg 075/435 2,865.00

Storm Pole
Storm poles serve as an additional stabilisation 
for your awning. We definitely recommend them 
for larger tents, summer tents and all-season 
tents. The storm pole can be fixed anywhere 
between a roof support pole and the ground. 
Material: steel; Dim. (ø): 25 mm; Content: 1 piece

610/044 25.50

Roof Pole with Hook
Telescopic roof pole with hook. Suitable for  
awnings, ridge tents, canopies and sun sails.  
Material: steel; Dim. (ø): 25 mm; Content: 1 piece

610/113 26.90

Accessories

material made of wipeable, easy-to-clean PVC tarpaulin fabric

Easy to clean tarpaulin fabric
Incl. poles
Incl. front wall curtains

Steel double-sided PVC coating, 100 % PES polyester
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For all those who want 
to stay a little longer!

Allgäu

Advantages
Incl. rear wall 
Double draught skirt 
Incl. curtains

Tent depth: 250 cm/300 cm

from 2,739.00

Mounting height: 235 – 250 cm
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Front wall: two pieces, both pieces inter-
changeable. Entrance door can be rolled up. A  
mosquito net door is optionally available 
(075/449). Vertical Velcro channels for further  
fixation of the poles as well as quick opening 
and closing.

Side walls: interchangeable, equipped with a 
closable permanent top ventilation. One side 
wall with large gauze windows with see-through 
cover and a PVC window flap above. One side 
wall with a laterally retractable door, gauze,  
see-through foil and a PVC window flap.

The freestanding, weatherproof awning is entirely made of PVC. A double draught skirt with sewn-on 
piping allows you to move specific tensioning hooks freely. Thanks to hemstitches at the canopy and 
under the interior windows as well as storm retainer strips on all exterior windows, additional poles 
(storm poles) can be mounted. All window flaps can be closed via zip. Three-sided roof overhang  
approx. 25 cm and 40 cm wide overhang flap, parallel to the vehicle wall. With six pre-installed storm 
clips (storm straps additionally available).

Allgäu

Rear wall: made of two parts, rubber foam  
bulges can be attached via zip. The rear wall's 
height can vary from 235 to 250 cm.

Material: front wall, side walls and roof made 
of washable, easy-to-clean, weatherproof PVC 
tarpaulin fabric

Poles: ø 32 mm steel frame (5 roof poles,  
8 vertical poles, canopy poles)

Scope of delivery: ø 32 mm steel poles,  
tensioning material, curtains, tent

Storm Package Allgäu

Rain Gutter Allgäu

075/538 399.95

Stabilises your all-season tent, even in windy 
conditions. With hemstitches under the inside of 
the window for the optional storm poles. Wind 
from the front and side can be absorbed better 
as the tent walls are less compressed. The four 
additional roof poles halve the distance between 
the poles, i.e. water cannot accumulate easily in 
heavy rain.
Material: steel poles 25 mm and 32 mm

The high-quality aluminium rain gutter is at-
tached to the canopy poles and ensures the con-
trolled draining of rainwater from the pent roof.
Scope of delivery: rain gutter, connector and 
clamps.

Width Weight Item no. Price
450 110 kg 075/136 2,739.00
500 115 kg 075/137 2,939.00
550 120 kg 075/138 3,269.00
600 130 kg 075/139 3,459.00
650 134 kg 075/532 3,699.00

Width Weight Item no. Price
450 116 kg 075/533 2,999.00
500 121 kg 075/534 3,199.00
550 126 kg 075/535 3,569.00
600 131 kg 075/536 3,799.00
650 136 kg 075/537 3,979.00

Weight Item no. Price
5 kg 075/300 299.00

5.5 kg 075/301 319.00
6 kg 075/302 339.00

6.5 kg 075/303 355.00
7.5 kg 075/541 369.00

Tent depth: 250 cm Tent depth: 300 cm

Accessories

Completely freestanding all-season awning.

spacious living area

connector rear wall

Steel 100 % PES polyester, PVC coating

from 299.00
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Tent poles made of steel

Inflatable poles

Determining the size for partial tents

Tent poles made of aluminium

Tent poles made of fibreglass (GRP)

Tubular steel poles are recommended for perma-
nent and winter camping, as the material gua-
rantees a high level of stability. This is necessary 
in winter to ensure sufficient stability even when 
it snows.

These poles usually have a diameter of 22 to  
25 millimetres. For regions with very strong 
winds or storms, however, some manufacturers 
also offer tent poles made of galvanised steel 
with a diameter of 32 millimetres.

Steel poles are heavier than aluminium or GRP 
poles and are more susceptible to corrosion 
caused by moisture.

Inflatable poles are inflated quickly and easily 
using an air pump. The air is pumped into the air 
tubes using a hand pump or a compressor, 
which sets up the tent.

Very suitable for short-term camping and fre-
quent changes of location.

The length of the partial tent is calculated from 
the length of the piping rail. Measure the length 
of the piping rail along the caravan roof with a 
cord (A to B). This will give you the maximum 
length of the partial tent.

The attachment height of a caravan is the dis-
tance from the ground to the piping rail (C).

The significant weight advantage over steel plays 
a major role when it comes to aluminium poles. 
A 28 mm aluminium pole weighs only about half 
as much as a 25 mm steel pole. This enormous 
saving is a major advantage for holiday campers. 
Another advantage: aluminium does not rust or 
corrode.

However, if the tent is set up in an area with  
extreme wind and weather, you should avoid 
aluminium and use steel instead. You should also 
reinforce these steel poles with storm poles.

These poles are made of epoxy resin and glass 
fibres. They are robust and very light at the same 
time. When it comes to awnings, fibreglass poles 
are sometimes used in the roof arch.

Fibreglass poles are very strong and have a long 
service life. They are also lighter than steel poles.

Different 
types of tent 
poles

Interesting facts
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Partial tents do not cover the entire length of 
the caravan. This makes them independent of 
the overall dimensions of the caravan. They are 
initially set up in the same way as larger tents: 
the tent piping is simply pulled into the piping 
rail on the roof and, if required, to the left or 
right.

With a partial tent, however, you are much more 
flexible, as it fits on different vehicles and can be 
attached in the centre as well as on the right or 
left. Please take care that windows and openings 
are not covered.

Partial tents are optimally adapted to the respec-
tive purpose. The quick setup is particularly 
advantageous for short trips or winter camping. 
Winter campers also benefit from the shallow 
tent depth as the resulting steeper roof surface  
allows snow to slide off easily. 

Be it a classic pole tent, an inflatable awning or  
a van awning, the right choice creates the basis 
for a successful holiday.

With an inflatable partial tent, you can create 
more space in no time at all and enjoy your  
holiday right from the start. These awnings fit 
perfectly onto your caravan and are therefore 
indispensable companions on a round trip.  
As they can be set up and taken down quickly, 
they are also suitable for motorhomes.

The variety of sizes, styles and fabrics ensures 
the greatest possible comfort for every holiday-
maker – no matter the weather. Pay attention  
to the mounting height!

A partial tent with poles is the classic way to 
create additional space in front of your caravan. 
The poles are stable and robust and made of 
steel, aluminium, Duratec fibreglass or other ma-
terials (e.g. carbon), depending on the type of 
tent.

Partial Tent Dorado XL Partial Tent Friesland

Partial tents with poles

Inflatable partial tents

Variable living space

Partial tents

Information

The perfect addition  
to your next holiday!
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Sun Canopy 

Quick'n Easy Air

Material: 150D Weathertex polyester fabric, 
welded seams, UV-resistant and flame-retardant.

Scope of delivery: 2 side walls with window, 
tensioning material, air pump, sun canopy

The inflatable sun canopy is suitable for caravans up to a piping rail height of approx. 230 – 255 cm. 
Thanks to the valve system, it is easy to set up. A perfect solution for weekend trips and spontaneous 
short holidays. The side entrances are removable and can be rolled up for optimum flexibility. A per-
fect lightweight sun canopy at an unbeatable price.

Sun Canopy Quick'n Easy Air 325 Side doors can be removed completely.

With 2 side doors.
incl. tensioning material and air pump

Sun Canopy Quick'n Easy Air 385

Dim. (W x D): 325 x 240 cm
Pack size: 73 x 29 x 29 cm; Weight: 8.3 kg

Dim. (W x D): 385 x 240 cm
Pack size: 77.5 x 31.5 x 31 cm; Weight: 9.7 kg

075/492 379.00

075/493 489.00

Accessories

4000 mm

Sun Canopy 
Quick'n Easy 
Air

Advantages
Quick to set up 
A real lightweight 
Incl. air pump

Tent depth: 240 cm

from 379.00

Mounting height: 230 – 255 cm 

Airtube 100 % PES polyester

The perfect addition to your caravan.
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Front wall: with window, rollable.

Side walls: with windows and window covers, 
(gauze) door on both sides.

Material: Weathertex polyester fabric,  
PU-coated.

Poles: Airtube

Thanks to a central inflation valve, the tent can be set up incredibly fast and comfortably. With  
additional poles, the tent's stability can be increased. Thanks to a variety of functions, the tent is  
versatile. The particularly small pack size and great equipment make it perfect for your next short 
break or weekend trip. The tent's stability in any wind and weather can be increased by an  
additional air tube (075/188).

Partial Tent 

Quick'n Easy Air

Scope of delivery: tensioning material, Airtube, 
air pump, transport bag, tent

Roof Lining Quick'n Easy

The roof lining for your partial tent Quick'n Easy 
Air creates a comfortable living environment and 
reduces the formation of condensed water.
Material: 35 % cotton, 65 % polyester

from 23.00

Accessories

Size Dim. (W x D) Weight Item no. Price
225 225 x 240 cm 9 kg 075/180 388.00
265 265 x 240 cm 11 kg 075/181 453.00
325 325 x 240 cm 13 kg 075/182 574.00

Size Weight Item no. Price
225 200 g 075/189 23.00
265 250 g 075/190 31.00
325 400 g 075/191 39.00

Pressure Poles 075/192 44.00
Airtube Roof Rail 075/188 35.00

Completely  
blacked-out  
for more privacy.

4000 mm

Partial Tent 
Quick'n Easy 
Air

Advantages
4000 mm hydrostatic head 
Quick-drying material 
Optional inner canopy

Tent depth: 240 cm

from 388.00

Mounting height: 230 – 255 cm 

Airtube 100 % PES polyester, with PU coating

or as a sun canopy, see page 40
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Front wall: detachable, with two windows, one 
entrance door and canopy.

Side walls: detachable, with window.

Material: 100 % PES polyester, PU-coated.

Poles: ø 12.7 mm GRP, ø 19 mm steel

The Siena is a lightweight partial awning for attachment to a caravan. It has only one arch pole, which 
makes it quick and easy to pitch. All walls can be detached entirely via zip so that you can convert your 
awning into a canvas awning. All windows are equipped with transparent film and cover. The sturdy 
canopy protects you against rain and provides shade. The perfect tent for weekend and short trips.  
Piping length: 350 cm, ø 7 mm.

Siena

Dim. (W x H x D): 350 x 240 x 250 cm;  
Pack size: 73.5 x 26.5 x 25.5 cm; Weight: 9.95 kg

075/034 429.00

Scope of delivery: ø 12.7 mm GRP poles, 
ø 19 mm steel poles, tensioning material, trans-
port bag, tent

3000 mm

Siena

Advantages
Lightweight partial tent 
Can be used as a canvas awning 
One arch pole

Tent depth: 250 cm

429.00

Mounting height: 240 – 255 cm

Easy pitching thanks to 
only one arch pole.

GRP Fibreglass, Steel 100 % PES polyester, with PU coating
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Front wall: with panorama window and perma-
nent ventilation. With interior window cover.

Side walls: with transparent film window, side 
door with mosquito net

Roof: with additional aluminium tensioning roof 
pole, which augments the tent's performance 

Material: high-quality HydraDore® SL Pro  
outer material with UV protection, ensures 

that the tent is extremely tear-resistant and 
quick-drying.

Poles: Airtube technology (AES); 1 aluminium 
roof tensioning pole

Scope of delivery: 1 storm aluminium roof pole, 
tensioning material, Airtube, mud flap, double 
action pump, wheel case cover, transport bag, 
tent

Lynx is a lightweight partial tent with quick pitch Airtube system. It was specially developed for the 
entrance area of your caravan or motorhome. Set up in a matter of minutes, it protects you against 
the weather and can be used in various ways. All windows can be fully covered for more privacy.

Lynx

Partial Tent Lynx 240Partial Tent Lynx 200
Dim. (W x H x D): 240 x 245 x 235 cm;  
Pack size: 115 x 28 x 28 cm; Weight: 11.2 kg

Dim. (W x H x D): 200 x 245 x 235 cm;  
Pack size: 115 x 27 x 27 cm; Weight: 9.75 kg

075/426 469.95075/425 449.95

Electric Air Pump
You no longer have to pump by hand as the 
electric compressor with 12 V connection and 
pressure indicator inflates your tent in no time. 
Equipped with a digital manometer for pressure 
indication in PSI or bar. 
Dim. (W x H x D): 27 x 19 x 17 cm; Weight: 2.3 kg

Pressure Poles (Pair) 070/319 29.95

Spacer Set
Spacer to compensate for uneven grounds. 
Content: 4 pieces; Dim. (H x ø): 3 x 16 cm; 
Weight: 2.4 kg

075/464 139.00

075/463 12.95

Accessories

3000 mm

Lynx

Advantages
Large panorama window 
Quick to set up 
Incl. fly screen door

Tent depth: 240 cm

from 449.95

Mounting height: 235 – 250 cm

Airtube 100 % PES polyester

The lightweight among the partial tents!

All windows can be covered  
completely.
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Dorado XL

Advantages
Optimum use of space
Quick and easy to set up
Large window front

Tent depth: 250 cm

479.95

Mounting height: 240 – 255 cm

Create extra space.
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Front wall: with generous window front for op-
timal panoramic view. Windows can be rolled up 
or put up to form a canopy.

Side walls: with two additional door gauze seg-
ments.

Material: HydraDore® SL Pro

Poles: air tubes (AES)

Scope of delivery: tensioning material, Airtube, 
pressure pad, mud flap, air pump, wheel case 
cover, transport bag, tent

The Dorado XL inflatable awning is the perfect travel companion for your caravan. Thanks to its modi-
fied front air tube shape, you can optimally use the space. This allows full use of the floor space and 
optimum headroom in the entire roof area. The single air tube system ensures that the tent is quickly 
set up so that you can start your holiday in a relaxed fashion.

Dorado XL

075/624 479.95

Dim. (W x H x D): 375 x 240 x 250 cm;  
Pack size: 113 x 28 x 25 cm; Weight: 11 kg

Accessories

Pressure Poles (Pair)
Pressure pole set with pad to press the awning 
against the vehicle wall. Suitable for Gemini,  
Dorado, Omega and Lynx. 070/319 29.95

29.95

Pitching Poles
Pitching poles for tensioning canvas awnings. 
For Hydra and Dorado XL.

070/318 19.95

19.95

HydraDore® SL Pro

This lightweight fabric is a 100 % polyester fabric, PU-coated on one side and UV-
resistant.

The warp and weft are reinforced, making this special fabric much stronger than con-
ventional polyester fabric. It has improved properties in terms of tear resistance and UV 
resistance.

Thanks to the special UV finish, this material is especially weather-resistant and durable.

Information

 

3000 mm

quick to set up thanks to the Advanced Air System

side door can be coveredlarge front windows with an excellent panorama view

Airtube 100 % PES polyester, UV-resistant PU coating on the outside
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With piping for a sun canopy. Vega 2.0

Advantages
Quick and easy to set up 
Panorama windows 
Permanent ventilation

Tent depth: 250 cm

Mounting height: 230 – 255 cm; 
255 – 285 cm

Now with gauze!

from 1,299.00NEW
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Material: HydroTech® CottonTouch

Poles: Airtube (AAS)

The inflatable awning Vega is perfect for those who travel a lot and change location often as it can  
be set up and taken down quickly. Thanks to the tent depth of 250 cm, the inside of the tent is very 
spacious. The air tubes are designed in such a way that you can stand upright and can optimally use 
the space. The large panorama windows create a great sense of space. Thanks to the included gauze 
element, it is perfect for warm weather, because it provides shade, insects stay outside and you can 
enjoy a pleasant temperature inside the tent. The new model is additionally equipped with a connec-
tion for the sun canopy Canopy Shady Pro.

Vega 2.0

Partial Tent Vega 2.0

Universal Extension
Dim. (W x H x D): 220 x 165 x 200 cm; 
Pack size: 81 x 23 x 23 cm; Weight: 7.7 kg

075/415 389.00

Sleeping Cabin for Universal  
Extension
Dim. (W x H x D): 180 x 160 x 200 cm; 
Pack size: 52 x 29 x 7 cm; Weight: 1.5 kg

075/416 69.95

Veranda Pole 075/606 24.95

HydroTech® CottonTouch

HydroTech® CottonTouch is a particularly high-quality and extremely easy-to-clean spinneret 
coloured material with a polyurethane coating on the outside and inside. It not only offers a 
very high-quality feel, but also outstanding UV resistance.

HydroTech® CottonTouch is also characterised by its durability and was specially developed for 
use and requirements in the caravanning sector.

Compared to cotton blend fabrics, it retains its shape at all times, even in changing weather 
and temperature conditions.

Information

Universal Inner Tent
Dim. (W x H x D): 160 x 210 x 160 cm;  
Pack size: 54 x 17.5 x 17.5 cm; Weight: 2.2 kg

Airtube 100 % PES polyester, double-sided PU coating

6000 mm

Size Dim. (W x D) Mounting height Weight Item no. Price
330 330 x 250 cm 255 – 285 cm 30.6 kg 075/776 1,449.00
375 375 x 250 cm 255 – 285 cm 32 kg 075/778 1,499.00

Size Dim. (W x D) Mounting height Weight Item no. Price
330 330 x 250 cm 230 – 255 cm 30 kg 075/775 1,299.00
375 375 x 250 cm 230 – 255 cm 31.4 kg 075/777 1,399.00

Scope of delivery: 2 pressure poles, 2 transport 
bags, tensioning material, Airtube, mud flap, air 
pump, wheel case cover, tent 

Extension Eris Premium
Scope of delivery: tensioning material, Airtube, 
roof pole, mosquito net, transport bag, tent

Colour: grey; Dim. (W x H x D): 160 x 210 x 160 cm; 
Pack size: 95 x 30 x 30 cm; Weight: 11 kg

075/789 699.95

699.95Accessories

NEW

Sun Canopy Canopy Shady Pro

Weight Item no. Price
6.3 kg 075/741 219.00
6.6 kg 075/742 229.00

Weight Item no. Price
6.3 kg 075/741 219.00
6.6 kg 075/742 229.00

(from model 2023 onwards!)
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Friesland

Advantages
2 versions
Optionally extendable  
with a sun canopy
Veranda effect

Tent depth: 240 cm

Mounting height: 235 – 255 cm

from 1,469.00

Available in two versions.
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Front wall: two pieces, interchangeable, can  
be folded down to form a veranda. The entrance 
can be rolled up and away. With canopy,  
windows and curtains.

Side walls: with gauze windows incl. clear and 
dark cover. With doors (can be rolled away  
to the side); veranda effect possible.  
Interchangeable.

Material: 100 % PVC polyvinyl chloride
Poles: ø 25 mm steel

Scope of delivery: ø 25 mm steel poles,  
tensioning material, mud flap, curtains, trans-
port bag, tent

The partial tent Friesland is equipped with hemstitches and storm retainer strips under all windows. 
With permanent top ventilation (can be closed at the side, always open at the front) and special  
piping to accommodate the screwless retaining brackets (brackets not included). With double draught 
skirt and storm strap clip on the right and left. A piping, with which an optional sun canopy can be  
attached, is sewn to the roof overhang on each side. The tent sizes 01 – 04 are available with a  
central or with a left-hand piping rail.

Friesland

Alignment: centreAlignment: left-hand

Sun Canopy Friesland
The sun canopy for the partial tent Friesland is 
pulled into the piping rail on the caravan and  
connected to the side of the partial tent by means 
of a double piping. The sun canopy is attached to 
the front of the pole (ø 22 mm steel, telescopic 
125 – 205 cm). Material: 100 % PVC polyvinyl  
chloride; Width: 260 cm; Pack size: 119 x 32 x 22 cm; 
Weight: 4 kg

189.95

075/642 189.95

All windows are equipped with window flaps. incl. curtainscomfortable interior with carpet

Size Dim. (W x D) Weight Item no. Price
01L 300 x 240 cm 51 kg 075/638 1,469.00
02L 350 x 240 cm 53 kg 075/639 1,599.00
03L 400 x 240 cm 55 kg 075/640 1,719.00
04L 450 x 240 cm 57 kg 075/641 1,839.00

Size Dim. (W x D) Weight Item no. Price
01 300 x 240 cm 51 kg 075/634 1,469.00
02 350 x 240 cm 53 kg 075/635 1,599.00
03 400 x 240 cm 55 kg 075/636 1,719.00
04 450 x 240 cm 57 kg 075/637 1,839.00

The perfect addition to your caravan!

You will find additional  
accessories from page 90 on.

No Screw Brackets
For attaching roof hook poles. Suitable for all  
awnings with special double pipings (e.g. the  
models Feldberg and Rhön). Drilling of eyelets is 
not necessary. Content: 2 pieces

610/221 16.90

Accessories
Steel 100 % PVC polyvinyl chloride
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Front wall and side walls: outer mud flaps with 
eyelets at the important points. Side entrance 
with high, arched zip.

Front wall: with large windows and curtains. 
Tensioning triangles integrated into the front 
wall.

You love camping in winter and need an entrance gateway for your winter sports equipment? Then  
Tessin is exactly what you have been looking for! You will be fascinated by the robust materials as well 
as its excellent workmanship. Look forward to your next skiing holidays. Roof, front and side walls are 
made of a double-coated, washable polyester fabric. The rear tent height is adjustable with guy ropes.

Incl. poles and curtains.

Tessin

Material: 100 % polyester

Poles: ø 25 mm steel

Scope of delivery: tensioning material, pressure 
pad, pressure poles, pressure beads, curtains,  
no-screw brackets, poles, transport bag, tent

Size Dim. (W x D) Weight Item no. Price
200 200 x 150 cm 19 kg 075/030 648.00
225 225 x 180 cm 21 kg 075/031 729.00
275 275 x 180 cm 23 kg 075/032 821.00

100 % PES polyesterSteel

Tessin

Advantages
Perfect for winter camping
Incl. curtains
Large window front

Tent depth: 150 cm – 180 cm

Mounting height: 235 – 255 cm

from 648.00

The tent for the entire year.
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Van awnings are suitable for beginners. Usually without a solid floor and equipped with a low hydro- 
static head, they are ideal for your summer holiday. Van awnings with air tubes and an inner floor offer 
a modern solution. Thanks to their high hydrostatic head and good ventilation, they are also ideal for 
use in autumn, at the seaside or in northern holiday destinations.

Most van awnings are freestanding and have the option of pulling in a rear wall so that the van awning 
can be completely closed. This means that you can explore your holiday destination in your vehicle  
during the day and leave your camping equipment such as chairs, tables and barbecue in your van  
awning at the campsite.

Expand your living space in front of or behind  
your van or motorhome.

Rear tents for vans

Cruiser AirComet

With a rear tent, you gain a lot of usable space with headroom, right next to your vehicle. Use it for 
showering, changing, cooking or sleeping or simply as storage space for bicycles. The ideal solution  
for anyone who needs extra space quickly or has limited space on the campsite next to or behind  
the vehicle.

Rear tent Rear tent

Partial tent vanPartial tent van

Partial tent motorhome

Partial tent van/motorhome

Hydra

Garmisch

Newburg 160 Air PisaAirtube Airtube

Airtube

GRP Fibreglass, Steel

Steel Steel

Van & motorhome

Partial 
tents
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Material: 100 % polyester

Scope of delivery: tensioning material, trans-
port bag, tent

The specially designed frameless tailgate tent is attached to the tailgate of the VW Caddy. Ideal for 
creating additional space at the rear of the vehicle and gaining a little more freedom of movement in-
side. Quick and easy to attach. A large entrance door allows good ventilation and a pleasant interior 
climate. With fixing material and carry bag. Pitching poles are optionally available.

Pilote

VW Caddy IV, all models,  
06/2015 – 02/2020
Dim. (W x H x D): 135 x 200 x 135 cm;  
Pack size: 45.5 x 18 x 17 cm; Weight: 2.1 kg

075/381 119.90

VW Caddy V, all models,  
2020 – ...
Dim. (W x H x D): 135 x 200 x 135 cm; 
Pack size: 50 x 12 x 12 cm; Weight: 2.5 kg

072/391 139.90

3000 mm

VW Caddy V, 2020 – ...

Pilote

Advantages
Additional space 
Easy to attach 
Pleasant temperature inside

Tent depth: 135 cm

from 119.90

Mounting height: 170 cm

without poles 100 % PES polyester

Easy to attach to the tailgate.

for VW Caddy
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Material: 150D Oxford polyester PU

Poles: 2 pitching poles ø 16 mm steel, 195 cm.

Scope of delivery: 2 pitching poles,  
tensioning material, transport bag, tent

Easy installation, frameless construction and a highly compact pack size make the Comet tailgate tent 
the perfect choice for all VW T5/T6 owners. It creates additional space at the rear where you can 
store bicycles, cook, or sleep.

Put the Comet across your VW's tailgate. No frame necessary. Two large entrance doors ensure great 
air circulation and a pleasant indoor climate.

Comet VW T5/T6

075/195 179.90

Dim. (W x H x D): 200 x 205 x 200 cm;  
Pack size: 66 x 20 x 19 cm; Weight: 5.1 kg

3000 mm

Not freestanding!

 setup video

Comet 
VW T5/T6

Advantages
Large panorama window 
Quick to set up 
Incl. fly screen door

Tent depth: 200 cm

179.90

Mounting height: 205 cm

Steel 100 % PES polyester, with PU coating

For more space at the rear
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Material: 150D Oxford 100 % polyester

Poles: ø 10 cm air tubes, ø 9.5 mm GRP  
fibreglass for canopy arch.

Scope of delivery: ø 9.5 mm GRP poles,  
tensioning material, Airtube, air pump, transport 
bag, tent

The freestanding, inflatable rear tent fits almost all estate cars, SUVs and minivans. Equipped with  
AirTube system (2 main tubes and storm tube) for quick and easy setup. The tent can be easily  
separated from the car without having to take it down. Offers enough space for 4 people and has a 
large, closable mesh window for optimal ventilation. There is a mesh door on each side. The sewn-on 
groundsheet ensures that dirt and water stay outside. Mounting height: 200 cm.

Cruiser Air

075/539 499.00

Dim. (W x H x D): 230 x 205 x 280 cm;  
Pack size: 74 x 36 x 36 cm; Weight: 10.9 kg

freestanding

For almost all estate cars, 
SUVs and minivans.

3000 mm setup video

Cruiser Air

Advantages
Freestanding
Mesh windows
Sewn-on groundsheet

Tent depth: 280 cm

499.00

Mounting height: 200 cm

Ideal for weekend trips  
or short holidays.

UV 50+Airtube, GRP Fibreglass 100 % PES polyester
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Escape

Escape

Advantages
High wind stability
Large gauze window
Easy to set up

Tent depth: 200 cm

179.90

Mounting height: 195 cm

The newly developed, frameless rear tent Escape fits various identically constructed vehicle models: 
Peugeot Traveller, Citroën Spacetourer and Toyota Proace. Setting it up is child's play. The tent roof is 
simply placed over the tailgate and then fastened with magnetic strips and straps. The side walls are 
fixed in place with sewn-in magnetic strips. In the lower area, the flysheet is tensioned with nu-
merous, replaceable guy ropes. This technique allows assembly without tools within a few minutes. 
The generous external mud flap with eyelets keeps rainwater out. Robust tensioning straps and nu-
merous guy ropes give the tent a high wind stability. Incl. 30 cm plastic pegs and a large bag with 
compression straps. The bike carrier can remain mounted on the tailgate.

3000 mm

Steel 100 % PES polyester

Very easy to set up!

072/392 179.90

Front wall: can be rolled up completely, with 
large gauze window (closable with tinted film, 
blackout inside). Can be opened out as a sun ca-
nopy, 2 pitching poles included.

Side walls: can be fixed to the vehicle, can be 
tensioned tightly at the bottom. Right and left 
with tinted window, inside with blackout.

Material: 150D Oxford polyester

Scope of delivery: 2 pitching poles,  
tensioning material, transport bag, tent 

Dim. (W x H x D): 200 x 195 x 200 cm;  
Pack size: 63 x 18 x 18 cm; Weight: 4.5 kg

NEW
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Front wall: with two large panorama windows. 
Windows can be closed via sewn-in curtains. 
Entrance door with stable door effect can be 
rolled away to the side.

Side walls: with one large ventilation window 
each (½ gauze, ½ clear foil) with opaque fabric 
flap; can be closed via zip.

Rear wall: can be opened in two widths. Broad 
connector that is attached to the vehicle via con-
necting pole (standard).

Material: 68D polyester fabric, PU-coated.

Van awning with taped seams on the inside and a mud flap on the outside. Depth bracing of the tent 
via 2 horizontal telescopic poles that are positioned under the roof.

Poles: ø 12.7 mm GRP poles with two telescopic 
roof poles ø 19 mm steel and a steel connecting 
pole.

Scope of delivery: tensioning material,  
bag for poles, poles, transport bag, tent

070/003 65.00

Travel Extra

Sleeping Cabin 
Travel Extra
The sleeping cabin is 
the ideal bedroom for 
your children or guests. Dim. (W x D): 
140 x 200 cm; Pack size: 43 x 31 x 10 cm 
Weight: 1.4 kg

65.00

Dim. (W x D): 340 x 240 cm;  
Pack size: 79 x 27 x 20 cm; Weight: 15 kg

070/001 375.00

Groundsheet Travel Extra

070/007 39.95

The awning groundsheet for Travel Extra pro-
tects against insects and reduces the formation 
of condensed water. Dim. (L x W): 230 x 220 cm;  
Pack size: 63 x 18.5 x 3 cm; Weight: 1.4 kg

The tunnel van awning with 
that certain something.

Accessories

The perfect addition to 
the Travel Extra.

3000 mm

freestanding

Travel Extra

Advantages
Optionally extendable 
Large panorama windows 
Can be made completely  
non-transparent

Tent depth: 240 cm

375.00

Mounting height: 180 – 220 cm

GRP Fibreglass, Steel 100 % PES polyester
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Front wall: partly and completely removable, 
with canopy that protects against rain, window 
with transparent film and cover.

Side walls: removable, each one with one win-
dow with transparent film and cover.

Material: 185T polyester, all seams covered with 
tape.

Poles: ø 12.7 mm fibreglass and ø 19 mm steel

Pisa is the ideal awning for weekends and short trips. The light partial tent is attached to vans and  
only has one arch pole. It is simply attached to the van using a roof pole and buckle (included). It can 
also be attached to the roof rail with Velcro tape and to the Multirail with ø 7 mm piping.

Pisa

075/061 389.00

Dim. (W x H x D): 270 x 200 x 200 cm;  
Pack size: 71 x 25 x 24 cm; Weight: 7.8 kg

robust GRP/steel poles window with cover

Scope of delivery: ø 12.7 mm GRP poles,  
tensioning material, roof pole, transport bag, 
tent

Set up without a 
rear wall with only 
one arch!

3000 mm setup video

Pisa

Advantages
Lightweight 
Removable walls 
Incl. carry bag

Tent depth: 200 cm

389.00

Mounting height: 190 – 210 cm

GRP Fibreglass, Steel 100 % PES polyester, with PU coating

Ideal for weekend trips!
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Front wall: can be opened completely.  
With mosquito net window and tinted foil win-
dow.

Side walls: mesh windows with weatherproof 
curtains.

Rear wall: can be opened and closed complete-
ly.

Material: flysheet: Outtex® 3000 Select,  
100 % polyester; groundsheet: coated on both  
sides, waterproof, 100 % polyethylene

Poles: ø 13 mm anodised aluminium

The freestanding awning requires little space and is very compact and light. With two light aluminium 
arch poles, the awning is set up in a few easy steps. The raised groundsheet, which is attached to the 
awning wall with Velcro, can also be removed completely. This can reduce the pack size and weight 
even further. Several mesh windows with zip-up curtains allow good ventilation. There are opposite side 
entrances in the connector area for easy access to the van and the awning.

Lakecrest

Dim. (W x H x D): 320 x 210 x 160 cm;  
Pack size: 76.5 x 41 x 30.5 cm; Weight: 11.1 kg

075/500 779.95

Scope of delivery: tensioning material, alumini-
um poles, groundsheet, tent

3000 mm

freestanding

 setup video

Lakecrest

Advantages
Spacious awning 
Completely freestanding 
Incl. groundsheet

Tent depth: 160 cm

779.95

Mounting height: 175 – 200 cm

Aluminium 100 % PES polyester

Freestanding van awning  
for the whole family.
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Front/side walls: with large windows with  
cover; each with door incl. mosquito net

Roof: with extra-high water column of  
> 5000 mm; UV-resistant and resistant to heavy 
rain, with 80 cm canopy

Material: 190T polyester PU (walls); 210D 
Ripstop polyester PU (roof)

Poles: Airtube (ø 10 cm)

Spacious inflatable tunnel tent that is set up parallel to the van. The tent has a large living area with  
a fixed groundsheet and offers sufficient space for a table, chairs and other camping equipment.  
The connecting tunnel has a door on both sides and can be attached to the van in various ways:  
detachable piping 7.5 + 4 mm, with roof pole or with Velcro fastening to the roof rails. Incl. pump,  
inner tent, groundsheet and pegs. With size 500, you can move the front wall forwards to extend  
the interior space.

Dim. (W x H x D): 310 x 210 x 400 cm;  
Pack size: 80 x 40 x 38 cm; Weight: 21 kg

Dim. (W x H x D): 310 x 210 x 540 cm;  
Pack size: 80 x 45 x 44 cm; Weight: 25.5 kg

075/815 1,499.00

075/816 1,699.00

Scope of delivery: tensioning material, inner 
tent, air pump, groundsheet

Oak Creek 400 | 500 AIR

Oak Creek 400 AIR

5000 mm

Oak Creek
400 | 500 AIR 

Advantages
Integrated groundsheet
Connecting tunnel to the vehicle
3 connection possibilities

Tent depth: 400 cm | 540 cm

from 1,499.00

Mounting height: 180 – 210 cm

Airtube Oxford Polyester

NEW

Van Awning Oak Creek 400 AIR

Van Awning Oak Creek 500 AIR

Very spacious inside!

Oak Creek 500 AIR

Spacious living area!

Can also be used 
without a vehicle.

2

4
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Connector Hydra
The functional connector is 
available in three connection 
heights and connects the partial 
tent Hydra to your vehicle. The 
connector is attached to the tent 
via a zip fastener and to your mo-
torhome via a piping.

Front wall and side walls with windows and  
ventilation flaps for perfect ventilation. Front door 
with panorama window and sun canopy function.

Material: high-quality HydraDore® SL Pro outer 
fabric with UV finish provides increased tear  
resistance and is particularly quick-drying.

Poles: air tubes (AES)

Scope of delivery: tensioning material,  
Airtube, air pump, groundsheet, transport bag, 
tent

The inflatable awning Hydra for vans or motorhomes offers optimum use of space thanks to its modified 
front air tube shape. You can fully use the floor space and have headroom in the entire roof area. A  
removable connector (not included in delivery) makes it easy to set up and take down the tent. Another 
advantage is that a low weight has to be pulled into the awning. Thanks to the air tube system, the air 
chambers are inflated in a short time. The supplied groundsheet offers maximum flexibility and can be  
attached to the awning with Velcro. With the help of the optionally available Drive-Away-Kit (610/262),  
the partial tent becomes freestanding and can be left at the campsite.

Dim. (W x H x D): 300 x 180 x 240 cm;  
Pack size: 103 x 31 x 30 cm; Weight: 13 kg

Hydra

075/625 599.00

Accessories 3000 mm

Mounting 
height Weight Item no. Price
180 – 210 cm 3.9 kg 075/626 99.95
210 – 240 cm 4.5 kg 075/627 109.95
240 – 270 cm 5.1 kg 075/628 119.95

Hydra

Advantages
Panorama window
Optimum headroom
Incl. groundsheet

Tent depth: 240 cm

599.00

Mounting height: 180 – 270 cm

freestanding

The universal Drive Away Kit with triple piping 
(7/7 mm or 5/7 mm) serves as a detachable con-
nection between the vehicle and the awning. 
The piping tape is threaded into the piping rail of 
the vehicle.

Connection Set Drive Away Kit

610/262 29.95

Airtube 100 % PES polyester

panorama window ventilation flaps
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Front wall: can be rolled up, with window as 
well as closable gauze window insert for great 
air circulation.

Side walls: with one window and one window 
cover each.

Rear wall: with one door.

Connector: the sewn-on connection between 
partial tent and van. Double piping 4 mm/6 mm. 
Connection to the vehicle with detachable  
piping, as well as a zip across the van with two 
tensioning straps. With door, can be rolled up.

Material: Weathertex polyester fabric,  
PU-coated.

A small pack size and ease of use characterise this awning, as does the impeccable price-performance 
ratio. The freestanding van awning is suitable for nearly all vans thanks to a sewn-in connector.  
Due to its low weight and various ventilation possibilities, the partial tent is the perfect companion for 
your next holiday.

Poles: Airtube

Scope of delivery: tensioning material, Airtube, 
air pump, transport bag, tent

Dim. (W x H x D): 265 x 210 x 350 cm;  
Pack size: 79 x 36 x 35 cm; Weight: 13 kg

075/190 31.00

Quick'n Easy Air

Roof Lining Quick'n Easy
The roof lining for your partial tent Quick'n Easy 
Air creates a comfortable living environment and 
reduces the formation of condensed water.
Material: 35 % cotton, 65 % polyester

31.00

4000 mm

Mounting height Item no. Price
180 – 210 cm 075/183 719.00
240 – 270 cm 075/403 739.00

Accessories

freestanding

The perfect addition to 
your van awning.

Panorama window
Optimum headroom
Incl. groundsheet

Quick'n Easy 
Air

Advantages
With groundsheet 
Side entrances 
Easy to set up

Tent depth: 240 cm

from 719.00

Mounting height: 180 – 270 cm

Available in 2 mounting heights.

Airtube 100 % PES polyester, with PU coating
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4000 mm

The freestanding van awning Newburg 160 Air has a connector with two entrances – ideal for access 
in bad weather. The awning can be quickly and easily attached to vans using a double piping (5 and  
7 mm). The door under the front canopy can be rolled completely to the side. A separate mosquito 
net door protects against annoying insects. Equipped with Outwell heavy-duty zips, a sewn-on 
groundsheet and a tarpaulin for the connector with integrated mud flap. The HookTrack system offers 
versatile options for hanging up lamps and other items weighing up to 1.5 kg.

Front wall: vertical for optimum living space. 
Can be fully opened with double zip. Flat folding 
front door with mosquito net. Large canopy of-
fers protection against rain.

Side walls: with large windows that can be 
completely closed.

Material: flysheet: Outtex® 3000/4000 Select, 

100 % polyester; groundsheet: coated on both 
sides, waterproof, 100 % polyethylene

Poles: air tubes (Rigid Air System); ø 8.5 mm  
fibreglass (canopy)

Newburg 160 Air

Dim. (W x H x D): 260 x 210 x 160 cm; 
Pack size: 80 x 43 x 40.5 cm; Weight: 16.5 kg

075/591 899.95 rear wall groundsheet

 setup video

Newburg  
160 Air

Advantages
Large canopy 
HookTrack System 
Link Access Zone

Tent depth: 160 cm

899.95

Mounting height: 175 – 200 cm

completely freestanding

Airtube, GRP Fibreglass 100 % PES polyester
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Front wall: with large panorama window with 
cover. Entrance door with permanent ventilation. 
Doors with fly screen.

Poles: ø 10 cm Airtube, ø 9.5 mm fibreglass for 
canopy, ø 16 mm steel connecting pole

Freestanding van awning with a convenient canopy above the entrance. Ventilation options in the tent 
keep the air inside fresh. The San Marino van awning can be attached to the vehicle with a 7 mm piping, 
a connecting pole or with Velcro tape on the roof rail. The Portofino RV Air is equipped with a 6+7  
piping, which can be detached with a zip.

San Marino | Portofino Air

Mounting height: 240 – 290 cm;  
Dim. (W x H x D): 300 x 225 x 360 cm;  
Pack size: 79.5 x 43 x 36 cm; Weight: 22.9 kg

Mounting height: 180 – 210 cm;  
Dim. (W x H x D): 300 x 225 x 360 cm;  
Pack size: 82.5 x 43 x 35 cm; Weight: 21.5 kg

Portofino AirSan Marino Air

075/380 999.00075/379 999.00

5000 mm

Material: roof: 210D polyester (hydrostatic head 
5000 mm); wall: 185T polyester (hydrostatic head 
3000 mm); groundsheet: 100 % PE polyethylene.

Scope of delivery: ø 16 mm steel connecting 
pole, ø 9.5 mm GRP poles, tensioning material, 
Airtube, double action pump, groundsheet, 
transport bag, tent

You will find additional  
accessories from page 90 on.

Newburg  
160 Air

Large canopy 
HookTrack System 
Link Access Zone

San Marino | 
Portofino Air

Advantages
Lightweight 
Removable walls 
Incl. carry bag

Tent depth: 250 cm

999.00

Mounting height: 180 – 290 cm

Airtube, GRP Fibreglass 100 % PES polyester

Suitable for any  
vehicle height thanks to  
2 mounting heights.
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Front wall: with door. Can be folded down or 
removed if required.

Side walls: with mosquito net. Can be folded 
down or removed if required.

Material: HydroTech® CottonTouch 100 % poly-
ester

Poles: Advanced Air System® (AAS)

Scope of delivery: tensioning material, Airtube, 
air pump, front pole (ø 19 mm aluminium), trans-
port bag, tent 

The freestanding inflatable awning with AAS system is quick and easy to set up and suitable for vans 
and motorhomes between 180 and 270 cm. The connector with two doors is available in three sizes 
and connects the freestanding inflatable awning to your vehicle. It is fastened to the awning via zip 
and to the vehicle via piping. Alternatively, you can use a connecting pole or tension the connector 
over the vehicle using guy ropes. The awning has large panorama windows, optimal headroom and a 
spacious interior. Optional extension: the extension Eris.

Orion 2.0

Tent Carpet Orion

Connector Orion
The functional connector connects the  
freestanding van awning Orion to your vehicle. 
The connector is fastened to the awning via  
zip and to the motorhome via piping.

The optional carpet for the Orion tent is  
connected to the tent with a velcro fastener. The 
carpet also seals the Orion awning from below. 
Dim. (L x W): 250 x 300 cm; Weight: 8 kg

075/750 129.95

6000 mm

Mounting 
height Weight Item no. Price
180 – 210 cm 5 kg 075/785 199.95
210 – 240 cm 5 kg 075/786 219.95
240 – 270 cm 5 kg 075/787 229.95

Dim. (W x H x D): 300 x 220 x 250 cm;  
Pack size: 100 x 36 x 35 cm; Weight: 26 kg

Accessories

Please order the  
connector separately!

075/784 1,149.00

freestanding

Orion 2.0

Advantages
Panorama window
Optimum headroom
Extendable

Tent depth: 250 cm

1,149.00

Mounting height: 180 – 270 cm

NEW

Can be extended with the extension Eris!

Extension Eris Premium
Dim. (W x H x D): 210 x 180 x 180 cm
Pack size: 95 x 30 x 30 cm; Weight: 11 kg

075/789 699.95

Airtube 100 % PES polyester, double-sided PU coating

(see page 94)
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Front wall: can be rolled up or detached; with 
gauze window and window cover.

Side walls: can be rolled up, with one window 
and one window cover each.

Rear wall: can be closed.

Material: KlimaTex polyester fabric, PU-coated.

Poles: Airtube

A small pack size and ease of use characterise this awning, as does the impeccable price-performance 
ratio. With the matching connector, the freestanding motorhome awning is suitable for nearly all vehicles. 
Please order the connector separately!

Quick'n Easy Luxus Air

Scope of delivery: tensioning material, Airtube, 
air pump, transport bag, tent

Connector Quick'n Easy Luxus Air
The Quick'n Easy connector provides a clean  
and dry connection to your recreational vehicle. 
It is equipped with a double piping and can be 
attached via zip. A door can be found on either 
side of the connector. 

from 215.00

Dim. (W x H x D): 300 x 210 x 250 cm;  
Pack size: 76 x 44 x 42 cm; Weight: 24 kg

075/184 1,149.00

10000 mm

freestanding

Accessories

Mounting 
height Weight Item no. Price
210 – 240 cm 250 g 075/185 215.00
240 – 270 cm 250 g 075/186 230.00

Panorama window
Optimum headroom
Extendable

Quick'n Easy 
Luxus Air

Advantages
Freestanding partial tent 
Side wall can be rolled up
Easy to use

Tent depth: 250 cm

1,149.00

Mounting height: 210 – 270 cm 

for an open sense 
of space

Connection to the vehicle!

Please order  
the connector  
separately.

Airtube 100 % PES polyester, with PU coating
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6000 mm

Triton
The freestanding tent can be used without a vehicle or you can attach it to various vehicles and cara-
vans with the optionally attachable connectors. Two side walls are equipped with tinted windows, 
gauze and blackout blinds, while two other walls are equipped with tinted windows and blackout 
blinds. Thanks to its size of 300 x 300 cm and a roof height of 235 cm, the tent is spacious and you 
can stand upright inside. The side wall windows can be removed to turn the tent into a pavilion. 
Thanks to the AAS system, the tent is quick to set up. Incl. groundsheet. The universal inner tent by 
Westfield can optionally be attached. Triton is available with three different mounting heights.

075/732 1,149.00

Connector Triton
The functional connector connects the freestanding 
inflatable pavilion tent Triton to your vehicle. The 
connector is fastened via zip.

Mounting 
height Weight Item no. Price
180 – 210 cm 3.5 kg 075/733 159.95
210 – 240 cm 4.2 kg 075/734 169.95
240 – 270 cm 4.8 kg 075/735 179.95

Side walls: with large, tinted windows that can 
be removed completely if necessary.

Material: HydroTech® Ripstop 100 % polyester

Poles: Advanced Air System® (AAS)

Dim. (W x H x D): 300 x 235 x 300 cm;  
Pack size: 100 x 35 x 35 cm; Weight: 26.7 kg

Accessories

freestanding

from 159.95

Extension Eris
Dim. (W x H x D): 210 x 180 x 180 cm; 
Pack size: 80.5 x 28 x 26.5 cm; Weight: 10.5 kg

075/622 629.95

Universal Inner Tent
Dim. (W x H x D): 160 x 210 x 160 cm;
Pack size: 54 x 17.5 x 17.5 cm; Weight: 2.2 kg

075/760 99.95

pleasantly spacious

Triton

Advantages
Can be used as a pavilion
Offers enough headroom
3 mounting heights

Tent depth: 300 cm

1,149.00

Mounting height: 180 – 270 cm

Airtube 100 % PES polyester, double-sided PU coating
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Front wall: with two tinted window segments 
that can be folded down if required.

Side walls: each with a door and a tinted win-
dow gauze segment. These can also be inter-
changed if required.

Material: HydroTech Ripstop with polyurethane 
coating

Poles: air tubes (AAS)

Start your holiday with the inflatable awning Mars with a depth of 250 cm. It fits perfectly and has 
the perfect width for your van. All window/door segments can be removed completely in a short time 
so that there are no barriers and you have a convenient sun canopy. The double mud flap and the per-
manent ventilation through the top ventilation make the van awning even more convenient.

comfortable headroomlarge panorama windows

Dim. (W x H x D): 330 x 245 x 250 cm; 
Pack size: 101.5 x 48.5 x 31.5 cm; Weight: 21 kg

Mars

075/618 1,299.00

5000 mm

Veranda Pole 075/606 24.95

Accessories

Universal Extension
Dim. (W x H x D): 220 x 165 x 200 cm; 
Pack size: 81 x 23 x 23 cm; Weight: 7.7 kg

075/415 389.00

Sleeping Cabin for Universal  
Extension
Dim. (W x H x D): 180 x 160 x 200 cm; 
Pack size: 52 x 29 x 7 cm; Weight: 1.5 kg

075/416 69.95

Extension Eris
Dim. (W x H x D): 210 x 180 x 180 cm; 
Pack size: 80.5 x 28 x 26.5 cm; Weight: 10.5 kg

075/622 629.95

Universal Inner Tent
Dim. (W x H x D): 160 x 210 x 160 cm; 
Pack size: 54 x 17.5 x 17.5 cm; Weight: 2.2 kg

075/760 99.95

Scope of delivery: tensioning material, Airtube, 
air pump, pressure strip system, transport bag, tent

Mars

Advantages
Large windows 
Sun canopy 
Tinted windows

Tent depth: 250 cm

1,299.00

Mounting height: 245 – 260 cm 

Airtube 100 % PES polyester, double-sided PU coating

Pure freedom and optimal use of space
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Journeymaster 
Deluxe L
The Journeymaster Deluxe L is a spacious awning with BlackOut Bedroom™ sleeping cabins – the  
perfect companion for your next trip with your van. The awning is quick and easy to pitch thanks to 
its pre-assembled steel poles and air tubes, making it well-suited for a road trip with many stops. The 
integrated large windows let in light, but at the same time, the sleeping cabins equipped with Black-
Out Bedroom™ technology guarantee a restful sleep. Thanks to this technology, up to 99 % of  
daylight is kept out of the sleeping areas.

075/669 1,299.00

6000 mm

Front and side walls: with large panorama 
windows and entrance doors

Material: 100 % coated polyester.  
Groundsheet: PE polyethylene, sewn-in

Poles: air tubes, steel

Scope of delivery: tensioning material, Airtube, 
air pump, repair kit, transport bag, tent 

Dim. (W x H x D): 240 x 200 x 515 cm;  
Pack size: 58 x 21 x 18 cm; Weight: 26 kg

 setup video

Journeymaster 
Deluxe L

Advantages
BlackOut Bedroom™ 
Easy to set up 
Large entrance area

Tent depth: 515 cm

1,299.00

Mounting height: 180 – 210 cm

BlackOut Bedroom™ Technology

Airtube, Steel 100 % PES polyester
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BlackOut Bedroom™ 
Easy to set up 
Large entrance area

Neptune 2.0

Advantages
Extra high
Suitable for motorhomes
Large panorama windows

Tent depth: 250 cm

1,679.00

Mounting height: 240 – 320 cm 

6000 mmNeptune 2.0
The Neptune is an inflatable awning specially developed for motorhomes. Due to the four different 
connectors that can be combined with the Neptune, the attachment height varies from 240 – 320 cm. 
The special feature of this inflatable awning is the extra-high roof, which makes it possible to open 
the vehicle door without any problems. The Neptune is equipped with large panorama windows.

075/779 1,679.00

Front wall: with door. Can be removed if  
necessary.

Side walls: with mosquito net. Can be folded 
down or removed if necessary.

Poles: Airtube

Scope of delivery: tensioning material, roof  
pole, air pump, tent

 

Dim. (W x H x D): 400 x 220 x 250 cm; 
Pack size: 115 x 35 x 35 cm; Weight: 31.5 kg

Connector Neptune 2.0
There are four different connectors for the  
inflatable awning Neptune. They are suitable for 
an attachment height of 240 cm to 320 cm, 
which is why there is a suitable connector for 
most campers and even for liner motorhomes.

from 269.00

Mounting 
height Weight Item no. Price
240 – 260 cm 4.8 kg 075/780 269.00
260 – 280 cm 4.9 kg 075/781 279.00
280 – 300 cm 5 kg 075/782 289.00
300 – 320 cm 5.1 kg 075/783 299.00

Accessories

Universal Inner Tent
This freestanding inner tent is suitable for all  
Westfield TQC awnings. It is equipped with a 
groundsheet, mesh for ventilation and an entrance 
door. With the help of the two fibreglass poles, it 
can be pitched very quickly and easily and can be 
positioned freely in the awning. Dim. (W x H x D): 
160 x 210 x 160 cm; Pack size: 54 x 17.5 x 17.5 cm; 
Weight: 2.2 kg 075/760 99.95

Tent Carpet Neptune
The optional floor for the inflatable awning  
Neptune is attached via a Velcro fastener. It is  
divided into two parts, so that you can remove  
it from the connector area if necessary.

075/723 159.95

Airtube

Can be optionally extended with the sun 
canopy Canopy Shady Pro on page 81

NEW

100 % PES polyester, double-sided PU coating
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5000 mmZodiac
The inflatable awning Zodiac is suitable for vans and motorhomes from 180 to 270 cm. With a weight of 
just 17.3 kg and a particularly small pack size, it is very easy to transport. Thanks to the two air tubes and 
three aluminium roof poles, the Zodiac can also be set up very quickly. The functional connector, which 
is available in three sizes, connects the freestanding inflatable awning to the vehicle. The connector is 
attached to the tent with a zip and to the vehicle with a piping. Alternatively, a connecting pole can be 
used or the connector can be tensioned over the vehicle using guy ropes. For maximum flexibility, there 
are two entrance doors in the connector that allow direct access to the vehicle. The Zodiac is equipped 
with large panorama windows, a door in the front wall and two side walls with mosquito nets.

Front wall and side walls: with windows and 
ventilation flaps for perfect ventilation. Can be 
folded down or removed if required.

Material: high-quality 150 D material

Poles: air tubes (AES)

Scope of delivery: tensioning material,  
Airtube, air pump, groundsheet, transport bag, 
tent

Connector Zodiac
The functional connector is available in three 
mounting heights and connects the van awning 
Zodiac to your vehicle. The connector is attached 
to the tent via a zip fastener and to your motor-
home via a piping.

from 139.95

Mounting 
height Weight Item no. Price
180 – 210 cm 3 kg 075/674 139.95
210 – 240 cm 3.2 kg 075/675 149.95
240 – 270 cm 3.5 kg 075/676 159.95

Accessories

Zodiac

Advantages
3 connection heights
Incl. mosquito nets
Quick to set up

Tent depth: 220 cm

699.00

Mounting height: 180 – 270 cm 

Dim. (W x H x D): 300 x 180 x 220 cm;  
Pack size: 100 x 36 x 35 cm; Weight: 17.3 kg

075/673 699.00

Airtube, Aluminium 100 % PES polyester, double-sided PU coating

NEW

NEW
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Connector Aquila Pro
The functional connector connects the freestanding 
inflatable tent Aquila to your vehicle. It can be  
attached either on the left or on the right.

5000 mm

Mounting 
height Weight Item no. Price
180 – 210 cm 2.4 kg 075/729 154.95
210 – 240 cm 2.5 kg 075/730 169.95
240 – 270 cm 2.6 kg 075/731 184.95

Aquila Pro
The freestanding inflatable tent Aquila Pro provides a lot of extra space for campers and van campers. 
Both the connector and the optional sun canopy can be attached on the left or on the right and the front 
wall can also be used in two different places. Without a vehicle, the Aquila Pro can be used as a family 
tent. The tent is very spacious inside and can be used in a variety of ways – be it for additional sleeping 
spaces or as a large awning/tent. Since the tent is attached to the side of your vehicle, you overall do not 
need a lot of space for your vehicle and tent. The built-in AAS system ensures that you can set up the tent 
very quickly. The Aquila Pro inflatable awning is also equipped with high-quality HydroTech® Ripstop  
material. A groundsheet is optionally available.

075/728 1,799.00

Front wall: can be used in two different places.

Material: HydroTech® Ripstop 100 % polyester

Poles: Advanced Air System® (AAS)

Accessoriesfreestanding

Tent Carpet Aquila Pro Family

Sun Canopy Aquila Pro

The optional floor for the inflatable awning  
Aquila Pro is attached via a Velcro fastener. It is 
divided into two parts, so that you can remove  
it from the entrance area if necessary.  
Dim. (W x D): 460 x 320 cm and 100 x 320 cm.  
Pack size: 61 x 17 x 17 cm; Weight: 15 kg

075/753 169.95

The sun canopy also protects against rain and can 
be used on either side of the tent.  
Weight: 1.6 kg 075/752 49.95

Sleeping Cabin Aquila Pro Family
Dim. (W x H x D): 300 x 200 x 220 cm
Pack size: 57 x 28.5 x 11 cm; Weight: 5 kg

075/754 109.95

Dim. (W x H x D): 490 x 215 x 320 cm;  
Pack size: 100 x 47 x 44 cm; Weight: 38.5 kg

Aquila Pro

Advantages
Spacious interior
Can be used without a vehicle
Quick to set up

Tent depth: 320 cm

1,799.00

Mounting height: 180 – 270 cm

Very spacious inside – can be used  
in a variety of ways.

Please order the connector  
separately.

Airtube 100 % PES polyester, double-sided PU coating

Extension Eris
Dim. (W x H x D): 210 x 180 x 180 cm; 
Pack size: 80.5 x 28 x 26.5 cm; Weight: 10.5 kg

075/622 629.95
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ventilationconnection to the 
motorhome

rear wall can be unrolled as a windbreak

Side walls: equipped with one entrance door 
each.

Roof: tensioned over the motorhome with the 
aid of a 60 cm long overhanging strap and is 
connected to the vehicle on the long side via a 
fabric tunnel.

Rear wall: with two zips for variable access. Can 
be detached completely or rolled up. Moreover, 
two foam pads can be attached to the rear wall 
with strips.

Material: roof coated with PVC on both sides, 
washable; tent walls TenCate, light- and tear-proof, 
waterproof and lightweight, approx. 190 g/m2.

Poles: ø 25 mm steel poles with bent middle 
pole.

The freestanding, all-season tent is suitable for motorhomes with a maximum door height of 280 cm 
and perfect for use during winter. It offers 3.24 m² of space for your ski equipment or bikes.

Garmisch

Scope of delivery: ø 25 mm steel poles, curtains, 
tent

Dim. (W x D): 180 x 180 cm;  
Pack size: 118 x 40 x 40 cm; Weight: 30 kg

075/141 899.95

freestanding

2 entrance doors

Garmisch

Advantages
For use in winter
Very good price-performance ratio
Incl. rear wall

Tent depth: 180 cm

899.95

Mounting height: 260 – 274 cm 

Steel 100 % PVC polyvinyl chloride
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Information
Would you rather sleep under the stars than in 
a hotel? 

Would you like to be flexible when travelling 
and spontaneously escape the hustle and bustle 
of everyday life by car? For you, an overnight 
stay should be possible in almost any car park, 
at least in some countries?

Then comfortably sleeping in a roof tent on the 
roof of your car is just the thing for you. 

The roof tents in our range can be attached to 
almost any vehicle (car, pick-up, mini-van, van, 
trailer). Only two cross struts are required as 
load carriers. Our range includes an inflatable 
roof tent with an extremely low weight and a 
small pack size. We also offer two pop-up roof 
tents with a manual mechanism or with remote 
control and electric operation. These also have 
a low weight and a small pack size. Thanks to 
their sophisticated design, they can be set up 
quickly and easily. The roof tents also offer 
enough space for single travellers, couples and 
families with small children.

Complete freedom when  
camping with a car

Be close to the sky!

Roof tents
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Moonlight Tent
The roof tent for minivans and SUVs is ideal for a holiday in the middle of nature. The tent is attached 
on the roof rails, which must have a minimum load capacity of 75 kg and a usable width of at least  
78 cm. The roof tent can be folded up quickly and easily and can also be used together with a wall 
awning. Version 140 offers space for 2 people, version 180 for 3 people. Both are equipped with fly 
screens and blackout blinds on all four sides, a rain cover, windows and YKK zips. The base consists of 
an aluminium plate with a honeycomb structure and the integrated mattress is 5 cm thick and consists 
of two types of foam with different thicknesses. You can easily reach the roof tent using the 2.30 m 
aluminium ladder (max. load capacity 150 kg). The waterproof cover protects against rain and the in-
ternal LED strip with adjustable light intensity provides suitable lighting. You can store your accesso-
ries neatly in the pockets.

The optional Privacy Moonlight Tent (075/810 or 075/811) provides even more privacy if required.

Moonlight
Tent

Advantages
Available in 2 sizes
All-round mosquito nets
Compatible with wall awnings

Interior height: 107 cm

from 2,090.00

 2 – 3

Aluminium 100 % polycotton

Version 140
Colour: brown, grey; Material: 100 % polycot-
ton; Dim. (W x H x D): 140 x 120 x 240 cm; Pack  
size: 148 x 130 x 27 cm; Weight: 54 kg

075/808 2,090.00

Version 180
Colour: brown, grey; Material: 100 % polycot-
ton; Dim. (W x H x D): 180 x 120 x 240 cm; Pack  
size: 184 x 130 x 27 cm; Weight: 62 kg

075/809 2,448.00

NEW

2 3

Changing Room Privacy  
Moonlight Tent
The awning serves as a multi-purpose changing 
room, for example, and provides even more pri-
vacy as an addition to the roof tent Moonlight 
Tent. Suitable for vans and off-road vehicles.

Type: 140
Colour: brown, grey; Material: 100 % polycotton
Mounting height: 180 – 220 cm; Width: 140 cm; 
Pack size: 47 x 45 x 14 cm; Weight: 3.6 kg

Type: 180
Colour: brown, grey; Material: 100 % polycotton
Mounting height: 180 – 220 cm; Width: 180 cm; 
Pack size: 47 x 45 x 14 cm; Weight: 4.1 kg

075/810 480.00

075/811 516.00

NEW
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GT Roof
The GT Roof tent has large windows with mosquito nets on all sides and impresses with a wonderful, 
airy all-round view. The spacious interior is incredibly comfortable. The enormous room height  
and the material used give you a luxurious feeling of space and ensure an excellent interior climate  
without condensation.
The GT Roof impresses with its legendary storm stability and is equipped with a UV-stable outer cover 
in the roof area. This cover protects against the sun and bad weather and increases the durability  
of the tent. For very cold temperatures, a further cover for the side parts is included in the scope of 
delivery.

075/617 3,015.00

With a sleeping area of 140 x 220 cm, there is 
enough space for 2 – 3 people.
• Fits 99 % of all vehicles
• Weighs only 31 kg
• Minimal pack size
• Two assembly variants with side entry or over 

the rear
• Quick and easy to set up with the supplied 

12 V pump

Scope of delivery: GT Roof 2022, outer cover, as-
sembly set, telescopic ladder, GT SUP electric 
pump 12 V, guy ropes, tent pegs, repair kit, GT 
double action hand pump

incl. telescopic ladder

flat on the roof –  
saves fuel

Dim. (W x H x D): 330 x 140 x 150 cm;  
Pack size: 150 x 122 x 32 cm; Weight: 31 kg

 setup video

GT Roof

Advantages
Large windows
Incl. telescopic ladder
Robust even in storms

Interior height: 140 cm

3,015.00

Airtube 100 % polycotton

 2 – 3
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easily set up 
at the touch 
of a button

Experience your outdoor adventure even more intensively with the Dometic TRT120E roof tent. The 
tent is equipped with a 5 cm thick mattress made of high-density foam, which offers enough space 
for two people. Specially designed for outdoor use, the tent consists of a two-layer construction that 
is suitable for even the most remote locations in winter. The robust design is additionally reinforced by 
a waterproof PVC tent cover with UV protection factor UPF 50+ and can withstand almost anything. 
The double-layered windows with integrated fly screen let plenty of fresh air into the tent while  
keeping insects out. The frame is made of lightweight aluminium alloy. Setting up the TRT120E is very 
easy and done in minutes thanks to the 12 V operation and a wireless remote control.

TRT120E

blue 075/598 2,299.00
dark green 075/599 2,299.00

UV 50+

2000 mm

Scope of delivery: roof tent; telescopic alloy 
ladder; PVC tent cover; RF remote control; 12 V 
plug with 5 m cable; tool bag with fastening ma-
terial.

Dim. (W x H x D): 132 x 115 x 218 cm; 
Pack size: 228 x 142 x 32 cm; Weight: 58.92 kg

lightweight telescopic 
aluminium ladder

 setup videoautomatic operation

TRT120E

Advantages
Simple and comfortable
Easy to set up with remote control
Integrated mosquito net

Interior height: 130 cm

2,299.00

2

Aluminium 100 % PVC polyvinyl chloride
dark greenblue
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Yano
The Yano roof tent with its low weight of approx. 38 kg leaves nothing to be desired in terms of  
features. The material is a 180 g/m² recycled Ripstop TC (cotton blend fabric made of 65 % polyester 
and 35 % cotton). The tent has excellent ventilation and many other well thought-out details, such as 
a storage pocket for shoes and a window for a view of the starry sky. The roof tent can be attached  
in a few steps with the help of a roof rack and can thus be mounted independently of the vehicle.  
A comfortable TPU air mattress, an extension ladder and a protective cover are included. This tent is 
completely PVC-free and one of the lightest roof tents on the market. Despite the simple construction, 
it offers a lot of sleeping comfort. Thanks to the patter guard, which you can attach to the tent from 
the outside in case of rain, you will have a quieter night inside the tent.

polyester part made  
from rPET polyester from 
plastic bottles

Scope of delivery: car roof tent incl. frame, 
protective cover, shoe box, inflatable mattress 
with cotton cover (in the tent), telescopic 
aluminium ladder, patter guard/sun protection, 
fastening set, assembly instructions. 075/597 2,699.00

Colour: brown; Material: with PU coating,  
100 % cotton blend fabric; 
Dim. (L x W x H): 212 x 150 x 147 cm
Pack size: 220 x 165 x 42 cm; Weight: 38.5 kg

 info video

Canvas Awning for Yano
The Yano canvas awning is the perfect addition 
to the roof tent Yano. It offers plenty of space to 
relax in the shade at warm, sunny places and al-
so protects your equipment when it rains.
The canvas awning is fixed to the frame with vel-
cro straps, tensioned with straps and set up vari-
ably in height and according to your needs using 
the pitching poles supplied. This ensures a dry 
and protected passage to the roof tent and a dry 
shelter for your meals. 

Colour: brown; Material: 100 % recycled PET, 
Oxford Polyester; Dim. (L x W x H): 
370 x 490 x 0.3 cm; Pack size: 97 x 14.5 x 14.5 cm; 
Weight: 4.7 kg 075/580 299.00

299.00

NEW

Aluminium 100 % recycled PET, Oxford Polyester
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Yano

Advantages
Easy to use
Durable, PVC-free tarpaulin
Aluminium profile frame

2,699.00

Interior height: 130 cm
2

Lightweight roof tent for 
attachment to almost all  
common vehicle models

https://www.frankana.de/de/dachzelt-yano-075-597.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sonnensegel-fuer-yano-075-580.html


Sun canopies are perfect for travelling. They are 
usually easy to assemble with just a few poles. 
The material and design are decisive for the dif-
ferent uses. There are pure sun canopies that are 
extremely light but offer no protection from the 
rain.

The sun canopies can be customised partially or 
to the entire length of the vehicle. They can be 
supplemented with side walls or a front wall.

High-quality canopies offer protection from rain 
and wind. They can be attached wherever there is 
a piping rail – not just on the entrance side. Vario 
models fit on vehicles and can also be attached to 
existing awnings. There is the option of fitting 
eyelets on the canopy for the awning poles.

Robust materials

Sun canopies are usually made of plastic, which 
has the advantage that – unlike cotton – it does 
not rot. In addition, the fabric properties of some 
of the sun canopies make them very tear-resistant. 
The transport weight is also very low for sun  
canopies with side sections and a front wall.

This is an advantage, as the permissible total 
weight of the vehicle is limited. The vehicle load 
capacity is a major issue because anyone who 
exceeds it during traffic checks will pay severe 
penalties and may receive penalty points.

Functionality and design

When making your choice, it is not just the 
functionality that is important, but also the 
look. The colour of the sun canopy should 
match the vehicle, be it monochrome or multi-
coloured. Most vehicles already have the right 
preparation in the form of piping rails. 

Due to their design, these rails run at the tran-
sition between the vehicle wall and roof, at 
least on the entrance side or above the win-
dows. The longitudinal opening on the rail 
profile is then the guide for the sun canopy.

Information

A sun canopy  
makes for an  
enjoyable holiday!

Sun canopies

For a shaded space in front of your 
motorhome, caravan or van!
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Size Dim. (W x D) Weight grey blue Price
01 200 x 240 cm 5.5 kg 070/400 070/400-1 136.50
02 250 x 240 cm 6 kg 070/401 070/401-1 144.00
03 300 x 240 cm 7.5 kg 070/402 070/402-1 169.50
04 350 x 240 cm 8 kg 070/403 070/403-1 184.00
05 400 x 240 cm 8.5 kg 070/404 070/404-1 197.00
06 450 x 240 cm 9 kg 070/405 070/405-1 212.00

Material: Trailtex polyester fabric coated with 
acrylate on the outside, water-repellent, easy to 
clean and tear-proof.

Poles: sizes 1 and 2 with 2 pitching poles; sizes 
3 to 6 with 3 pitching poles.

Scope of delivery: ø 22 mm aluminium poles, 
tensioning material, sun canopy

This versatile sun canopy provides shade and can also be used as a canopy for the gas cylinder box 
and the drawbar. In addition, it can be used as a carport at the rear of the caravan. The sun canopy is 
available in grey and blue.

Sun Canopy Playa

grey

sun canopy Playa grey as front canopy

blue

Playa 

Advantages
Available in 2 colours
Water-repellent
Easy to clean and tear-resistant

Tent depth: 240 cm

from 136.50

Aluminium 100 % PES polyester, one-sided acrylic coating
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Fjord

Advantages
Available in 2 sizes
Water-repellent
Easy to clean and tear-resistant

Tent depth: 240 cm

from 189.95

Material: All Weathertex 1.7, made of 100 % 
polyester, PU-coated, therefore extremely light; 
rot-, tear- and waterproof, taped seams, rein-
forced eyelets.

Poles: ø 19 mm steel

Scope of delivery: tensioning material,  
pitching poles, fixing clamps, connecting pole, 
sun canopy

Fjord

piping rail gutter and connecting 
pole

Sun Canopy Fjord 260 Sun Canopy Fjord 300
Dim. (W x H x D): 260 x 210 x 240 cm; 
Pack size: 92 x 18 x 13 cm; Weight: 6.35 kg

Dim. (W x H x D): 300 x 210 x 240 cm; 
Pack size: 92 x 18 x 13 cm; Weight: 7.5 kg

070/130 189.95 070/131 199.95

Visually appealing sun canopy with side wall option in two different sizes.
This sun canopy can be mounted in two different ways. It can be pulled into a piping rail such as 
the Multirail or other commercial piping rails. The second option is to attach it via a connecting  
pole (included in delivery). The pole is inserted into the existing hemstitches of the sun canopy and 
then placed in the gutter of the vehicle (see drawing). Fixed with the included clamps. Both sizes 
come with three pitching poles.

Size 260 070/132 375.00
Size 300 070/133 385.00

Size 260 070/134 169.95
Size 300 070/135 189.95

Extension Set Fjord PR
With this extension set, you can transform the 
sun canopy Fjord into an awning. Simply attach 
the front and side walls to the inner side of the 
awning using the Velcro strips. The front and  
side walls are connected via zips. This creates a 
completely closed awning that protects you 
against rain and wind. Both side walls are equip-
ped with transparent film windows, whereas the 
front wall has an additional entrance door. Incl. 
poles. Material: All Weather Tex. 
Mounting height: 180 – 220 cm

Mosquito Net for Sun Canopy Fjord
With this mosquito net, you can turn your sun 
canopy into an insect-free zone.

Mounting height: 180 – 220 cm

2 connection 
possibilities

 setup video

UV 50+Steel 100 % PES polyester, with PU coating

With velcro strap for connecting  
the extension set.
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The sun canopy Canopy Shady Pro is made in Germany and can be directly attached to caravans or  
to the models Galaxy, Pluto, Pluto XL, Ceres and Vega (model series from 2023 on). With a depth of 
220 cm and the high-quality HydroTech® Ripstop material, the Canopy Shady Pro reliably protects you 
from the sun and the rain. Thanks to the three steplessly height-adjustable poles and four guy ropes, 
the Canopy Shady Pro is set up quickly and easily. The sun canopy is available in different sizes, each 
with a depth of 220 cm.

Canopy Shady Pro
Material: double-sided PVC coating,  
100 % PES polyester 

Scope of delivery: tensioning material,  
sun canopy, poles

Compatible tents Width Weight Item no. Price
For Vega and Mars 330. 305 cm 6.3 kg 075/741 219.00
For Vega 375. 350 cm 6.6 kg 075/742 229.00
For Pluto size 7, Pluto XL size 7 and Galaxy size 7. 410 cm 6.9 kg 075/743 239.00
For Pluto size 8, Pluto XL size 8, Galaxy size 8 and 
Ceres size 7. 440 cm 7.2 kg 075/755 249.00
For Pluto size 9, Pluto XL size 9, Galaxy size 9 and 
Ceres size 8. 470 cm 7.5 kg 075/744 269.00
For Pluto size 10, Pluto XL size 10, Galaxy size 10 
and Ceres size 9. 500 cm 7.8 kg 075/757 309.00
For Pluto size 11, Pluto XL size 11, Galaxy size 11 
and Ceres size 10. 530 cm 8.1 kg 075/756 319.00
For Pluto size 12 and Ceres size 11. 570 cm 8.4 kg 075/745 339.00

Canopy 
Shady Pro

Advantages
Waterproof 
UV-resistant 
Quick to set up

from 219.00

Tent depth: 220 cm

Mounting height: 230 – 285 cm

Aluminium double-sided PVC coating, 100 % PES polyester

Multi-way 
compatible

Setup time 15 – 20 minutes
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Dim. (W x D): 400 x 250 cm
Pack size: 100 x 30 x 28 cm; Weight: 13.2 kg

Material: HydroTech® CottonTouch  
100 % polyester

Poles: Airtube (AAS)

Scope of delivery: tensioning material, air 
pump, transport bag, tent

The sun canopy Kari can be attached directly to your caravan using a piping. With a depth of 250 cm 
and a width of 400 cm, the sun canopy offers extensive protection from the sun and the rain. Thanks 
to the AAS air tube, the sun canopy is not only quick and easy to set up, but also offers many  
customisation options.

Sun Canopy Kari

075/790 549.95

Accessories

6000 mm

Kari

Advantages
Very quick to set up
Water-repellent
Optional front and side walls

Tent depth: 250 cm

549.95

Mounting height: 230 – 260 cm

Side Wall Kari
The Kari side walls protect the sun canopy Kari 
from rain, wind and sun on both sides. Includes 2 
side walls.
Pack size: 80 x 40 x 8 cm; Weight: 5.6 kg

075/791 189.95

Front Wall Kari
With its gauze element, the front wall Kari offers 
additional protection against insects. The air can 
still pass through, ensuring a pleasant tempera-
ture inside.
Pack size: 60 x 35 x 7 cm; Weight: 2 kg

075/792 129.95

129.95

NEW

NEW

Airtube 100 % PES polyester, double-sided PU coating

189.95

The perfect addition  
to your caravan.
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For today's modern nomads: 
Simply take the Canvas with you and you have 
a roof over your head wherever you go.  
Sun and weather protection included.  
Bent combines lifestyle and functionality.  
Set up in a minute. Done!

Simply zip the Canvas to the Canvas of your 
friends or meet new people through Bent. 
Bent is robust and connectable via zip. 
Be creative and create new spaces with 
many possible applications – easily and every-
where, with whomever and for whatever 
purpose!

Zip Canvas

Canvas Awning „Zip Protect Canvas“

Carpet „Zip Carpet“

Bent – Functional lifestyle product with many applications.

Scope of delivery: canvas awning, 3 guy ropes 
with aluminium three-hole tensioner incl. bag, 
pole bag and base plate for optional pole, carry 
bag with drawstring

Material: 100 % PES polyester, with PU coating 
Dim. (W x D): 250 x 250 cm;  
Pack size: 55 x 12 x 12 cm; Weight: 1.4 kg

Oriental stripe cherry

Caribbean stripe lime punch

New Zealand sun print

Bolster „Zip XL Lounger“

 setup video 1  setup video 2

1500 mm

Zip Canvas
from 89.95

UV 60+

Bent combines lifestyle,  
freedom and functionality.
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The Bent Canvas awning with zip cover provides 
you with a dry space when using several Canvas 
awnings. The cover for the zips is attached on  
all 3 sides. UV 60 protection (standard 801).  
Side length: 250 cm.

Canvas Awning  
"Zip Protect Canvas"

Barbados cherry 072/670 99.95
Hawaiian ocean 072/671 99.95
sepia blue 072/672 99.95

New Zealand 
octopus print

Scope of delivery: 1 canvas awning, 1 
drawstring carry bag, 3 guy ropes with alumini-
um three-hole clamp incl. bag, pole bag and  
base plate for optional poles

Material: 100 % PES polyester, with PU coating; 
Pack size: 55 x 12 x 12 cm; Weight: 750 g

Endless colour possibilities!

with zip cover

Oriental stripe white

New Zealand octopus 
print

Caribbean stripe lime 
punch

Oriental white

New Zealand high rise

Caribbean lime punch

Caribbean ocean waveOriental Barbados cherry

Oriental stripe cherry

New Zealand sun print

Caribbean stripe Hawaii

Oriental autumn glory

New Zealand sepia blue

Caribbean white

Caribbean Hawaiian 
ocean

Oriental high rise

Caribbean stripe lime punch 072/661 99.95
Caribbean stripe Hawaii 072/660 99.95
Caribbean lime punch 072/663 89.95
Caribbean white 072/665 89.95
Caribbean ocean wave 072/662 89.95
Caribbean Hawaiian ocean 072/664 89.95

New Zealand octopus print 072/666 109.95
New Zealand sun print 072/667 109.95
New Zealand high rise 072/669 89.95
New Zealand sepia blue 072/668 89.95

Oriental stripe white 072/604 99.95
Oriental stripe cherry 072/605 99.95
Oriental white 072/607 89.95
Oriental autumn glory 072/609 89.95
Oriental Barbados cherry 072/608 89.95
Oriental high rise 072/606 89.95

Caribbean

New Zealand

Oriental

99.95

Barbados cherry Hawaiian ocean sepia blue
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Africa print

Carpet "Zip Carpet"

Carpet Oriental Carpet New ZealandCarpet Caribbean

Carpet AfricaCarpet steel grey New 
Zealand

The soft, durable carpet can be combined with 
both the Canvas and the XL Lounger. Waterproof. 
Incl. carry bag. Upper material: polyester/Nylex; 
underside: PVC. Dim. (L x W): 250 x 250 cm 
Pack size: 55 x 16 x 16 cm; Weight: 2.9 kg

from 109.95

Carpet Oriental 072/573 119.95
Carpet Caribbean 072/574 119.95
Carpet New Zealand 072/575 109.95
Carpet steel grey New 
Zealand 072/602 109.95
Carpet Africa 072/640 119.95

Sand 072/637 109.95
Africa print 072/638 139.95
Zebra print 072/639 139.95
Nomad 072/642 109.95

Canvas Awning "TC Zip Canvas" 
Africa
The connectable Bent canvas awning "TC Zip  
Canvas Single" is modular, functional, versatile 
and particularly easy to use. Made of a robust 
polyester cotton mixed fabric (TC 65/35), 
with swelling cotton threads in the fabric. The 
TC Zip Canvas is characterised by its very high 
UV resistance and the TC fabric is PU-coated.

The connectable "TC Zip Canvas Single" canvas 
awning is equipped with high-quality SBS brand 
zips on the three sides.

Please order the pitching poles separately.

Scope of delivery: canvas awning, 3 guy ropes 
incl. bag, carry bag with drawstring.

Material: with PU coating, 65 % PES polyester, 
35 % cotton, TC Technical Cotton 
Dim. (W x D): 250 x 250 cm; Pack size: 50 x 14 x 8 cm;  
Weight: 950 g

Sand Africa print

Zebra print Nomad

Bolster "Zip XL Lounger"
The inflatable Bent XL Lounger is a must-have 
for the Bent Chill Area: it either serves as a 
comfortable seat or just as a pillow. Connectable. 
Incl. carry bag. Outside material: PES. 
Inside material: PVC

Material: 100 % PES polyester, 100 % PVC poly-
vinyl chloride; Dim. (L x ø): 175 x 30 cm 
Pack size: 55 x 14 x 9 cm; Weight: 1.2 kg

89.95

red 072/576 89.95
dark grey 072/577 89.95
beige 072/641 89.95
turquoise 072/657 89.95

Accessories turquoise dark grey red beige

For even more comfort!

Canvas Awning "TC Zip-Protect 
Canvas"
The connectable awning made of a robust polyes-
ter-cotton blend fabric (TC 65/35) 210 g/m² has a 
high UV resistance. The TC fabric has a hydrostatic 
head of 450 mm. Thanks to the triangular design 
and the reinforced corners, you can tension the  
awning optimally. With convenient TC bag with 
quick-release fastener, shoulder straps and a small 
pack size for easy transport. Free from environmen-
tally harmful perfluorocarbons (PFC).

Scope of delivery: canvas awning, 3 guy ropes 
with aluminium three-hole tensioner incl. bag, 
pole bag and base plate for optional pole, carry 
bag with drawstring. 
Dim. (W x D): 250 x 250 cm; Pack size: 56 x 10  
x 10 cm;  Weight: 1.15 kg 072/673 119.95

119.95
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Three-piece guy rope set with high-quality alu-
minium three-hole clamp. Length: 3.5 m 
Content: 3 pieces

Ultralight and unbreakable ground spike with 
open eyelet. Suitable for hard grounds.  
Material: aluminium; Length: 18 cm;  
Content: 3 pieces

The ideal peg for the beach. Thanks to its wide 
shovel shape, the peg is always secured firmly in 
the sand. Incl. 3 rubber tensioners. 
Material: aluminium; Length: 33 cm 
Content: 3 pieces

Hardwood peg for soft and sandy grounds. The 
ball clamping ring can easily be threaded in the 
eyelet of the canvas and fastened to the hard-
wood peg. Length: 30 cm; Content: 3 pieces

Guy Rope

Aluminium Ground Spike

Sand Peg

Tensioning Material

red 072/582 7.95
black 072/583 7.95
blue 072/584 7.95
orange 072/585 7.95

072/581 8.95

7.95

4.95

19.95

8.95

072/580 4.95

072/618 19.95072/615 89.95

072/578 79.95

072/617 29.95

29.95

from 16.95

Universal Vehicle Adapter

Universal Vehicle Adapter

With the universal double piping adapter (5.8 + 
7.2 mm), you can attach the Canvas directly to 
your recreational vehicle.

Dim. (L x W): 250 x 15 cm; Pack size: 21 x 20 x 10 cm; 
Weight: 570 g

Universal Vehicle Adapter XL
Suitable for higher vehicles thanks to the 55 cm 
extra fabric add-on. Dim. (W x D): 250 x 55 cm; 
Pack size: 24 x 24 x 10 cm; Weight: 810 g

Four-part pitching pole. Total height: 180 cm.
Pitching Pole

Telescopic Pole
Aluminium telescopic pitching pole with a dia-
meter of 22 mm and a total height of 230 cm for 
the canvas awning Bent Canvas. The pole can be 
used variably for heights from 130 – 230 cm. 
Dim. (H x ø): 230 x 2.2 cm;  
Weight: 450 g

steel ø 19 mm 072/579 16.95
aluminium ø 22 mm 072/616 24.95

Accessories

Aluminium Ridge Pole
Makes the front guy rope unnecessary when 
space is limited or the ground is hard. Telescopic 
(35 – 185 cm) and made of high-quality alumini-
um (ø 25/22 mm; wall thickness 1.2 mm). Can be 
used in conjunction with vehicle universal adapter 
+ aluminium tensioning pole.

072/674 29.95

29.95

Folding Suction Cup  
for Fastening the Tensioning Pole
With the Bent folding suction cup made of  
100 % stainless steel, you can fix the universal 
adapter incl. aluminium tensioning pole to your 
vehicle. The natural rubber suction plate adapts 
optimally to smooth surfaces and offers a  
maximum load capacity of 10 kg. Thanks to the 
curved clasp, a tensioning pole with a maximum 
diameter of 22 mm can be hooked in.
Ideal as an addition to the Bent universal  
adapter + aluminium tensioning pole to attach 
the Bent system to the vehicle. 
Material: 100 % stainless steel; suction plate:  
100 % natural rubber. 610/669 69.95

69.95

Vehicle Adapter
The adapter enables the Bent canvas awnings to 
be attached to vehicles with a 4 mm or 10 mm  
piping attachment. Attachment to the vehicle with 
connecting pole and suction cup adapter. Connec-
tion width: 235 cm. Incl. bag. Can also be attached 
to awnings with piping rails.

Piping attachment: 4 mm 072/687 79.95
Piping attachment: 10 mm 072/688 79.95

79.95

54.95
Tensioning Pole
Adjustable aluminium connecting pole (243 – 
249 cm) for the universal vehicle adapter (XL).

070/561 54.95

NEW

NEW
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Event Shelter Air L
The Event Shelter Air L by Coleman® can be set up quickly and easily by just one person and is a smart 
option for families who want to spend a longer holiday at a campsite. The spacious shelter can be set 
up in just a few minutes thanks to the single inflator point system. All you need to do is attach the 
supplied pump to the valve on the Event Shelter Air. The incoming air is then quickly distributed in the 
individual arch poles and thus throughout the entire shelter. As soon as the shelter is fully inflated and 
the valve is closed, the clips included in the scope of delivery allow the individual air tubes to be sepa-
rated from each other. In this way, in the event of a small leak, it can be ensured that the air only es-
capes from the affected arch pole and not from the entire shelter. The Event Shelter Air L is equipped 
with Coleman® UV protection, which increases the durability of the fabric.

Dim. (W x H x D): 365 x 190 x 365 cm;  
Pack size: 75 x 38 x 38 cm; Weight: 17.7 kg

075/812 699.00

Scope of delivery: tensioning material, air 
pump, pavilion, transport bag 

Material: 100 % PES polyester

3000 mm

Airtube UV 50+100 % PES polyester

Event Shelter 
Air L

Advantages
Water-repellent 
UV-resistant 
Quick to set up

699.00
NEW

incl. bag
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Convenient folding pavilion (automatic) with central roof pole for a maximum roof inclination that favours 
water drainage. Sturdy, powder-coated steel poles (40 x 40 mm) with height-adjustable feet (extendable: 
210 – 335 cm). Welded seams. Quick and easy to set up and take down. Not fire-retardant. The screwed 
components can easily be replaced.

Handy side wall set for Zebò Enjoy folding pavilions. 
The side walls complete every folding pavilion and 
make it both weather-resistant and windproof. 
They are fastened to the inside of the pavilion bor-
der by means of a pre-assembled Velcro fastener 
and can be joined together via zip, if required.

Scope of delivery: 1 side wall with zip, 1 side 
wall without window, 2 side walls with window, 
transport bag

Material: 100 % PES polyester

Folding Pavilion 

Zebò Enjoy 2.0

Side Wall Set Zebò Enjoy 2.0

Width: 300 cm
Dim. (W x H x D): 300 x 335 x 300 cm; 
Pack size: 165 x 26 x 25 cm; Weight: 25.5 kg

Width: 300 cm
Dim. (W x D): 300 x 300 cm; 
Pack size: 45 x 43 x 6 cm; Weight: 1.85 kg

Width: 450 cm
Dim. (W x D): 450 x 300 cm; 
Pack size: 46 x 39 x 13 cm; Weight: 10.5 kg

Width: 450 cm
Dim. (W x H x D): 450 x 335 x 300 cm; 
Pack size: 165 x 33 x 26 cm; Weight: 32.2 kg

070/992 289.90 070/995 164.90070/993 349.90

070/994 149.90

for camping, parties, 
events and trade fairs

Poles: 40 mm steel

Material: 100 % PES polyester, PVC coating

Scope of delivery: 40 mm steel poles,  
tensioning material, pavilion, transport bag

AccessoriesCreate even more privacy in your pavilion 
with the side wall set!

Zebò  
Enjoy 2.0

Advantages
Quick to set up and take down
Available in 2 sizes
Optional side wall set

from 289.90

Width: 300 cm

Width: 450 cm
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Handy storage tent that can be used in a variety 
of ways. The storage tent Equipo provides a  
large storage space and is very easy to set up. 
The front wall entrance can be rolled up. A large 
ventilation window can be found at the back. 

Material: weather-resistant and washable PVC. 

Poles: ø 22 mm steel.

Scope of delivery: ø 22 mm steel poles,  
tensioning material, transport bag, tent

Storage Tent 

Equipo

Dim. (W x H x D): 150 x 200 x 220 cm 
Pack size: 127 x 27 x 23 cm; Weight: 15 kg

070/558 395.00

The storage tent Weser is a high-quality storage 
tent for continuous use. The front wall is equip-
ped with two vertical zips and top ventilation. 
An internal tensioning element and four storm 
clips on the outside provide the necessary sup-
port. A storm straps set (070/927) is optionally 
available.

Material: 100 % PVC, coated on both sides, 
weatherproof and rinseable

Poles: ø 25 mm steel

Scope of delivery: ø 25 mm steel poles,  
tensioning material, transport bag, tent

Storage Tent 

Weser

070/998 599.95

070/997 479.95

Storage Tent Weser 130
Dim. (W x H x D): 230 x 180 x 130 cm 
Pack size: 120 x 38 x 38 cm; Weight: 23 kg

Storage Tent Weser 190
Dim. (W x H x D): 230 x 180 x 190 cm 
Pack size: 120 x 38 x 38 cm; Weight: 25 kg

395.00

Rear Garage 

Deluxe
Storage tent that is attached to the rear of your 
caravan. The tent is equipped with a piping, two 
fibreglass poles and tensioning points for fasten-
ing. This provides you with extra storage space 
for bicycles, camping furniture or other equip-
ment. The ideal place to protect your belongings 
from rain and dirt. Easy and quick to set up. Not 
suitable for continuous use.

Material: 100 % polyester

Poles: ø 9.5 mm fibreglass

Scope of delivery: ø 9.5 mm GRP poles,  
tensioning material, transport bag, tent 

Dim. (W x H x D): 170 x 190 x 180 cm 
Pack size: 66 x 12 x 12 cm; Weight: 2.25 kg

070/996 119.95

119.95
from  

479.95
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https://www.frankana.de/de/geraetezelt-weser-070997.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/heckgarage-deluxe-070-996.html


Camping has a long tradition for us humans. However, the way we camp has changed in many  
respects. Take accessories, for example. Hardly any wishes remain unfulfilled and many useful items 
are offered by our specialist retailers, who can help you make the right choice with expert advice.

Accessories are all about things that "make life easier", about safety and care, but also about design – 
be it awning floors made of simple tarpaulin material or solid floors that give your awning the  
character of a home, energy-saving LED lighting for self-sufficient systems, lighting technology for  
the ambience in the awning, strong tent pegs or the right additional poles.

As an inflatable mud flap, the GT Seal Tube by 
GentleTent seals the awning of your motorhome 
or caravan from the underside against wind and 
dirt. The robust tube is placed under the vehicle 
and inflated. Suitable up to an underfloor height 
of 42 cm, available in four lengths.

Material: Double Ripstop PES, TPU

Advantages:
• Easy to install
• Effective wind protection
• Effective escape barrier for dogs

GT Seal Tube

from 189.00

Enjoy a peaceful sleep with this comfortable 
sleeping cabin. It is simply hooked into the  
existing tent poles. 

Material: 65 % polyester, 35 % cotton; ground-
sheet: PVC

Dim. (W x H x D): 210 x 185 x 145 cm
Weight: 2.5 kg

Dim. (W x H x D): 210 x 185 x 180 cm
Weight: 3.5 kg

For the extension: Dim. (W x H x D): 200 x 145  
x 135 cm; Weight: 2.5 kg

Sleeping Cabin Luxus

070/569 99.95

070/569-1 89.95

070/579 119.95

This 2-person inner tent can be used anywhere 
as a sleeping cabin: in the awning as an additional 
sleeping space, in a travel tent or even in a van 
awning. It is freestanding and fits in almost  
anywhere. The groundsheet is made of sturdy  
PE material. The walls and roof are made of 
breathable nylon. The large opening allows easy 
access. Bag included.

Poles: ø 7.9 mm fibreglass  
 
Dim. (W x H x D): 210 x 145 x 145 cm
Weight: 1.95 kg

Inner Tent

075/540 59.95

59.95

Dim. (L x ø) Weight Item no. Price
235 x 40 cm 2.7 kg 072/653 189.00
400 x 40 cm 4.1 kg 072/654 215.00
500 x 40 cm 4.7 kg 072/655 235.00
600 x 40 cm 5.4 kg 072/656 269.00

flexible sleeping  
cabins for all awnings

for your awning

Accessories

from 89.95

You can find additional accessories and more 
information in our main catalogue on pages 
51 to 85 and on www.frankanafreiko.de/en/.

Information
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https://www.frankana.de/de/schlafkabine-luxus-03703.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/schlafkabine-luxus-03703.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/schlafkabine-luxus-03703.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/innenzelt-075-540.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/gt-seal-tube-072653.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/gt-seal-tube-072653.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/gt-seal-tube-072653.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/gt-seal-tube-072653.html


610/275 14.00

075/449 179.95

blue green grey

from 76.50

Tent Carpet Patio-Mat
The elegant and easy-to-transport polypropylene 
mesh is 100 % breathable and very pleasant to walk 
on, especially barefoot. Patio-Mat is UV- and fire- 
resistant. The mesh is printed on both sides so both 
can be used. The sides have a strong frame sewn in 
at the edge. The corners are equipped with conveni-
ent loops so that you can fasten the mat with pegs.

from 99.00

Tent Carpet Bag  
Patio-Bag
Dim. (W x H x D): 90 x 16 x 35 cm

About 3 mm thick, coated with PVC foam, 
therefore pleasantly soft, dirt can fall through 
it. Easy to clean even when quite dirty. Incl.  
carry bag. Carrier fabric consists of 100 % jute 
(PVC-foam-coated jute fabric) and is phthalate-
free.
• UV-resistant
• Abrasion-resistant
• Weatherproof
• Comfortable to walk on
• Effective drainage effect
• Thermal insulation

With a few simple steps, 
you can insert this mos-
quito net door, which can 
be rolled up or to the  
side, into the entrance door of your awning. Use 
the included veranda pole and clamps to attach 
the mosquito net door between two vertical  
poles. Two additional vertical zips allow you to 
roll up the net door. 
Scope of delivery: veranda pole ø 25 mm, 
clamps; Dim. (L x W): 215 x 100 cm

Awning Carpet Aero-Tex

Mosquito 
Net Door

Colour: blue

Colour: green

Colour: grey

for 
awnings

Dim. (L x W) m² Item no. Price
300 x 250 cm 10.20 610/807 76.50
400 x 250 cm 9.19 610/808 91.90
500 x 250 cm 8.95 610/809 111.90
600 x 250 cm 9.03 610/811 135.50

Dim. (L x W) m² Item no. Price
300 x 250 cm 10.20 610/740 76.50
400 x 250 cm 9.19 610/741 91.90
500 x 250 cm 8.95 610/742 111.90
600 x 250 cm 9.03 610/743 135.50

Dim. (L x W) m² Item no. Price
300 x 250 cm 10.20 610/860 76.50
400 x 250 cm 9.19 610/861 91.90
500 x 250 cm 8.95 610/863 111.90
600 x 250 cm 9.03 610/864 135.50

Dim. (L x W) m² Item no. Price
260 x 250 cm 15.23 610/276 99.00
290 x 250 cm 14.48 610/270 105.00
340 x 250 cm 13.06 610/271 111.00
390 x 250 cm 12.92 610/272 126.00
440 x 250 cm 12.73 610/273 140.00
540 x 250 cm 12.00 610/277 162.00

Windbreak Narvi
The inflatable windbreak Narvi is the epitome 
of freedom. Any number of elements can be 
joined together using a zip connection. The 
windbreak is quickly inflated using the pump in-
cluded in the scope of delivery. Be it one, two, 
three or more elements – you decide. 

072/675 269.95

269.95

Extension Windbreak Narvi
The extension can easily be attached to the 
windbreak Narvi if additional elements are  
needed. 

Colour: grey; Material: PES polyester;  
Dim. (W x H): 150 x 130 cm
Pack size: 60 x 24 x 18 cm; Weight: 2.94 kg

072/676 149.95

149.95

Colour: grey; Material: PES polyester; 
Dim. (W x H): 300 x 130 cm; 
Pack size: 80 x 25 x 22 cm; Weight: 4.6 kg

Accessories

Airtube PES polyester

NEW
NEW
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https://www.frankana.de/de/zeltteppichtasche-patio-bag-610-275.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/moskitonetztuer-075-449.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/vorzeltteppich-aero-tex-02082.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/vorzeltteppich-aero-tex-02082.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/vorzeltteppich-aero-tex-02082.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/vorzeltteppich-aero-tex-02082.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/vorzeltteppich-aero-tex-02082.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/vorzeltteppich-aero-tex-02082.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/vorzeltteppich-aero-tex-02082.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/vorzeltteppich-aero-tex-02082.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/vorzeltteppich-aero-tex-02082.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/vorzeltteppich-aero-tex-02082.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/vorzeltteppich-aero-tex-02082.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/vorzeltteppich-aero-tex-02082.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/zeltteppich-patio-mat-610273.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/zeltteppich-patio-mat-610273.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/verandastange-075934.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/verandastange-075925.html


Just get to  
know us.

HighQ Furniture series

Always be well-equipped  
with the Frankana Freiko Collection

Foldable Chair HighQ Blueline
Item no. 601/424

Kids Chair HighQ 
Greenline
Item no. 67 012

Stool HighQ Blackline
Item no. 601/414

Camping Chair HighQ  
Comfortable XL
Item no. 601/413

You can find even  
more handy  

accessories in our  
main catalogue. 



Standard Steel Poles
Poles Prestige/Bodensee Steel poles ø 25 mm with GripStop system. The 

pole locks when pressing it together without any 
damage. Very easy to use. Suitable for: Lux.
Weight: 15.6 kg

Suitable for: Prestige and Bodensee.

610/063 239.00

Suitable for: sun canopy Stella.Awning poles in steel or aluminum with VD ten-
sioning pole.

steel ø 25 mm 610/360 189.00
aluminium ø 28 mm 610/365 265.00

steel ø 25 mm 610/058-1 229.00
aluminium ø 28 mm 610/059-1 295.00

steel ø 25 mm 610/069 195.00
aluminium ø 28 mm 610/069-1 299.00

Universal PolesPoles Barcelona

Storm Strap Set Frankana Freiko Storm Strap Set

Storm Strap Set

Tensioning is provided 
by a strong tension 
spring that regulates the 
tension of the strap 
while an iron ground 
spike ensures the neces-
sary hold. On storm 
roofs without an over-
hang, the eyelet of the 
strap is placed on the spike of the tent poles.
Set: 2 straps with eyelets (length: 280 cm),  
2 relief springs, buckles, abrasion protection and 
2 pegs.
Suitable for: Lux, Prestige, Jubilee, Rhön DC and 
Feldberg.

Universal storm strap for tents and awnings. 

The set consists of two 
heavy fabric straps, spiral 
springs and robust anchor 
pegs. This storm strap set 
keeps the tent firmly an-
chored even in strong 
winds. The spiral springs 
equalise movements and thus protect the flysheet 
and poles.
Suitable for: Garmisch, Allgäu, Grönland,  
Finnland, Meira, Friesland and Weser.

070/926 52.50

610/207 19.95

070/927 44.95

Frankana Freiko Collection Tents

Awning Poles

Storm Straps

Consists of 2 straps with a length of 11.5 m and 
1.5 m respectively, 1 strong spiral spring and  
2 extra strong pegs.

frankanafreiko.de/en

HighQ Furniture series

Kitchen Cabinet  
HighQ AC-094 V2
Item no. 72 144

No matter where you are camping, with 
camping accessories from Frankana 
Freiko you are always well-equipped 
and prepared for any eventuality.
If you visit your Frankana Freiko retailer, 
you can not only discover well-known 
brands, but also the Frankana Freiko 
Collection. This includes high-quality, 
colourful and elegant camping furniture 
such as camping chairs and cabinets, 
awnings, solar systems and much more.

Storm Strap
Storm strap for 5.5 mm piping rail, awning and 
canvas awning incl. elastic strap as spring part 
and universal peg module (green). 
Content: 2 pieces 070/920 39.95

39.95
NEW
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https://www.frankana.de/de/standard-stahlgestaenge-610-063.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/gestaenge-universal-02952.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/gestaenge-universal-02952.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/gestaenge-barcelona-6100581.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/gestaenge-barcelona-6100581.html
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https://www.frankana.de/de/gestaenge-prestige-gestaengeprestige.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sturmsicherung-frankana-freiko-070-926.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sturmsicherungset-610-207.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sturm-abspannset-070-927.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sturmleine-070-920.html


Veranda pole for the partial tents Vega, Ceres and 
Mars. Extendible from 1.6 to 1.9 m.  
Extendable: 1.6 – 1.9 m; Material: aluminium

Pitching poles for tensioning canvas awnings. 
For Hydra and Dorado XL.  
Material: steel; Dim. (L x ø): 180 cm x 20 mm

The universal extension fits all awnings of the 
Premium series and can be used as additional 
storage space or as a sleeping place. The exten-
sion can be attached to the left or to the right  
side, which ensures that it can be adapted to all 
sites. 
Dim. (W x H x D): 220 x 165 x 200 cm; 
Weight: 7.7 kg

The optional sleeping cabin for the Air Annex 
creates privacy and an optimal room layout. The 
sleeping cabin with mosquito net gives you an 
extra large room to sleep in.
Dim. (W x H x D): 180 x 160 x 200 cm
Weight: 1.5 kg

Veranda Pole

Pitching Poles

Universal Extension

Sleeping Cabin  
for Universal Extension

075/606 24.95

070/318 19.95

075/415 389.00

075/416 69.95

389.00

The extension Eris is quick and easy to set up 
and offers a variety of possibilities. With door, 
tinted windows and 180 cm headroom. Thanks 
to a double zip, you can use the side wall of your 
inflatable awning as a room divider. Incl. roof 
poles.
Dim. (W x H x D): 210 x 180 x 180 cm
Pack size: 80.5 x 28 x 26.5 cm; Weight: 10.5 kg

Extension Eris

075/622 629.95

629.95

Universal Inner Tent
This freestanding inner tent is suitable for all 
Westfield TQC awnings. It is equipped with  
a groundsheet, mesh for ventilation and an 
entrance door. With the help of the two  
fibreglass poles, it can be pitched very quickly 
and easily and can be positioned freely in the 
awning. 
Colour: anthracite; Material: 100 % PES polyester
Dim. (W x H x D): 160 x 210 x 160 cm
Pack size: 54 x 17.5 x 17.5 cm
Weight: 2.2 kg 075/760 99.95075/698 34.95

075/605 34.95

Veranda Pole Pluto
up to size 10
Extendable: 2.2 – 2.9 m
from size 11
Extendable: 3.15 – 3.4 m

Roof Pole Orion
Roof pole for van awning Orion (2020). Two  
poles are required for the tent. 
Material: aluminium; Pack size: 86 x 10 x 3.5 cm
Weight: 450 g 075/424 35.00

Suitable for Galaxy, Pluto, Pluto XL, Vega, Mars, Neptune, 
Orion, Ceres, Zodiac and Triton.

Extension Eris Premium

Scope of delivery: tensioning material, Airtube, 
roof pole, mosquito net, transport bag, tent

Colour: grey; Dim. (W x H x D): 210 x 180 x 180 cm; 
Pack size: 95 x 30 x 30 cm; Weight: 11 kg

075/789 699.95

699.95

The extension Eris is quick and easy to set up 
and creates extra living space in your awning! 
No matter whether you are sleeping in it or use 
it as a kitchen or storage tent, Eris offers a  
variety of possibilities. The door and the tinted 
windows with privacy function create optimum 
light conditions and always give you a perfect 
view. The height of 180 cm offers headroom  
and leaves nothing to be desired. A double zip 
allows you to use the existing side wall of your 
inflatable awning as a partition or room divider. 
The supplied roof poles ensure optimum tension 
in the roof.

Material: HydroTech® CottonTouch

NEW

Suitable for Pluto 2.0, Pluto 
XL 2.0, Vega 2.0, Galaxy 2.0, 
Neptune 2.0 and Orion 2.0.
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https://www.frankana.de/de/verandastange-075-606.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/aufstellstangen-070-318.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/anbau-air-annex-075-415.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/schlafkabine-fuer-anbau-air-annex-075-416.html
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https://www.frankana.de/de/dachstange-orion-075-424.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/westfield-anbau-eris-premium-modell-2024-075-789.html


You no longer have to pump by hand as the 
electric compressor with 12 V connection and 
pressure indicator inflates your tent in no time. 
Equipped with a digital manometer for pressure 
indication in PSI or bar.
Dim. (W x H x D): 27 x 19 x 17 cm; Weight: 2.3 kg

Electric Air Pump

075/464 139.00

Pressure pole set with pad to press the awning 
against the vehicle wall. Suitable for Gemini,  
Dorado, Omega and Lynx. Content: 2 pieces;  
Extendable: 235 – 280 cm; Material: steel

Pressure Poles (Pair)

070/319 29.95

29.95

Easily compensate for 
unevenness. set up your tent 

in no time

AAS Airtube for Aquarius Pro 300
The additional air tubes reinforce the overall 
structure during storms. Material: HydraDore® SL

075/482 39.95

39.95

139.00

Main Air Tube
Inner main air tube without protective cover for 
travel awning Pluto. Material: TPU.

from 109.50

Air Tube Support
Inner air tube support front/middle for travel  
awning Pluto sizes 8, 9, 10 and 11. Material: 
TPU. 075/498 33.80

33.80

Air Tube Roof
Inner roof air tube for travel awning Pluto sizes 
8, 9 and 10. Without protective cover. Material: 
TPU. 075/497 34.50

34.50

Double action pump with aluminium shaft and 
built-in pressure gauge (manometer). The height 
of 64 cm allows more air volume per stroke (ap-
prox. 2 litres). The maximum pressure is 7 PSI.

075/499 39.95

39.95

Spacer to compensate for uneven grounds.  
Content: 4 pieces; Dim. (H x ø): 3 x 16 cm 
Weight: 2.4 kg

Spacer Set
Air Pump Premium

075/463 12.95

12.95

29.95

Pluto Gr. 8 075/494 109.50
Pluto Gr. 9 075/495 113.75
Pluto Gr. 10 075/496 114.75

The universal Drive Away Kit with triple piping 
(7/7 mm or 5/7 mm) serves as a detachable con-
nection between the vehicle and the awning. 
The piping tape is threaded into the piping rail of 
the vehicle.

Connection Set Drive Away Kit

610/262 29.95

NEW
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https://www.frankana.de/de/luftpumpe-elektrisch-075-464.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/andruckstangen-paar-070-319.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/aas-airtube-fuer-aquarius-pro-300-075-482.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/luftschlauch-stuetze-075-498.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/luftschlauch-dach-075-497.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/luftpumpe-premium-grau-075-499.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/distanz-set-075-463.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/haupt-luftschlauch-075494.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/haupt-luftschlauch-075494.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/haupt-luftschlauch-075494.html


Has an automatic switch-off for the required filling 
pressure. Suitable for 230 V, 12 V DC and battery 
operation. Dim. (W x H x D): 17.2 x 15.4 x 28.2 cm;  
Weight: 6.5 kg

For all StarCamp and Dorema awnings and sun 
canopies that are equipped with the necessary 
plug-in buckles. Scope of delivery: 2 pegs  
(38 cm), 2 springs and 2 adjustable straps.

For all fully integrated StarCamp and Dorema  
awnings (Octavia Air and Luxor Air). Scope of de-
livery: 3 pegs (38 cm), 3 springs and 3 adjustable 
belt straps.

Electric Air Pump De Luxe

Storm Strap Safe Lock Storm Strap Safe Lock

075/346 369.00

075/347 35.95 075/900 39.00

Pole gun for easy tensioning of the poles. The 
hook hooks into the awning pole, so that you  
can bring it to the desired tension without much 
effort.
Dim. (W x H x D): 325 x 30 x 300 mm
Weight: 1 kg

Awning Pole Tensioner

075/987 20.95
Safe Lock Universal

075/904 12.00

Universal 075/901 23.00
Hobby 075/902 27.00
Knaus 075/903 27.00

Screwless retaining eyelets for roof poles. 
Material: plastic; Content: 3 pieces 
Dim. (W x H x D): 70 x 45 x 46 mm; Weight: 200 g

Retaining Eyelets Quick Lock Pads

369.00

35.95 39.00

12.00

18.00

5.00

Plastic tensioning ladder straps for easy  
tensioning of tents and awnings for various  
distances from the ground. Content: 10 pieces;  
Dim. (L x W x H): 15 x 2.5 x 0.5 cm 
Weight: 100 g

Tensioning Ladder Straps

075/945 5.00

4.00

Curtain guides for Dorema awnings.  
Content: 20 pieces; Dim. (W x H x D): 25 x 6 x 15 mm 
Weight: 100 g

Curtain Guides

075/954 4.00

6 pieces 9 pieces

20.95

Easy Grip Quick Release Fastener
Quick release fastener set 22 mm for poles.  
Colour: grey; Material: plastic, metal; 
Dim. (W x H x D x ø): 55 x 75 x 25 x 22 mm; 
Content: 4 pieces 075/907 19.00

19.00

Transparent and self-adhesive.
Dim. (W x H x D): 150 x 1 x 77 mm

Repair Kit Tear-Aid

Ten Cate fabric 075/943 18.00
PVC fabric 075/944 18.00

Safe Lock Universal for sun canopies and tents 
with spike that are not equipped with a sewn-on 
attachment for storm straps. Suitable for all 
common awning brands.  
Content: 2 pieces; Dim. (W x H x D): 5.7 x 11 x 1.5 cm

from 23.00
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https://www.frankana.de/de/elektrische-luftpumpe-de-luxe-075-346.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sturmabspannung-safe-lock-075-347.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/sturm-sicherheitsgurt-safe-lock-075-900.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/vorzelt-gestaengespanner-075-987.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/safe-lock-universal-075-904.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/halteoesen-quick-lock-pads-075901.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/halteoesen-quick-lock-pads-075901.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/halteoesen-quick-lock-pads-075901.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/abspannleiter-075945.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/gardinenfuehrungen-075-954.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/easy-grip-schnellverschluss-075907.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reparaturset-tear-aid-set-a-075-943.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reparaturset-tear-aid-set-b-075-944.html


Roof Pole ø 30.5 mm 

Veranda Pole  ø 22 mm 

Canopy Pole  ø 22 mm 

Veranda Pole

Storm Pole

Storm Pole

Roof Pole

Roof Pole

Veranda Pole

Canopy Pole

Storm Pole

Additional tent poles

Additional tent poles

Additional tent poles

Awning Carpet Starlon
The Starlon awning carpet is available in blue and 
grey and therefore perfectly matches your Dorema 
awning. Thanks to the special fabric structure and 
the use of high-quality, flexible and durable plastic, 
the Starlon is particularly light and feels pleasant 
when walking barefoot. The carpet easily adapts to 
any surface, folds compactly and is easy to clean – 
even coffee or wine stains can be easily removed 
with a damp cloth. As the fabric structure is air-
permeable, no unpleasant odours can form under 
the carpet. 

Colour: blue

Colour: blue

Colour: grey

Colour: grey

Dim. (L x W x H) m² Item no. Price
400 x 250 x 0.3 cm 9.80 075/963 98.00
500 x 250 x 0.3 cm 9.76 075/964 122.00
600 x 250 x 0.3 cm 9.73 075/965 146.00
700 x 250 x 0.3 cm 9.66 075/966 169.00
800 x 250 x 0.3 cm 9.90 075/967 198.00
400 x 280 x 0.3 cm 10.54 075/968 118.00
500 x 280 x 0.3 cm 9.86 075/969 138.00

Dim. (L x W x H) m² Item no. Price
400 x 250 x 0.3 cm 9.80 075/955 98.00
500 x 250 x 0.3 cm 9.76 075/956 122.00
600 x 250 x 0.3 cm 9.73 075/957 146.00
700 x 250 x 0.3 cm 9.66 075/958 169.00
400 x 280 x 0.3 cm 10.54 075/959 118.00
500 x 280 x 0.3 cm 9.86 075/960 138.00
600 x 280 x 0.3 cm 9.76 075/961 164.00
700 x 280 x 0.3 cm 9.85 075/962 193.00

steel

fibreglass

aluminium

Quick'n Easy Air 225 075/483 99.40
Quick'n Easy Air 265 075/484 105.50
Quick'n Easy Air 325 075/485 111.70
Quick'n Easy Air, roof 075/487 42.90
Quick'n Easy Air,  
front/back

075/486 105.50

Quick'n Easy Luxus, roof 075/488 59.40
Quick'n Easy Luxus,  
front/back

075/489 128.50

Extendable: 120 – 215 cm 075/912 22.00
Extendable: 195 – 280 cm 075/913 25.00
Extendable: 270 – 355 cm 075/914 30.00

Extendable: 115 – 210 cm 075/921 14.00
Extendable: 210 – 295 cm 075/922 22.00
Extendable: 290 – 360 cm 075/923 25.00

Extendable: 185 – 250 cm 075/937 56.00
Extendable: 250 – 280 cm 075/938 65.00

Extendable: 115 – 210 cm
ø 25.5 mm 075/934 40.00

Extendable: 185 – 250 cm
ø 25.5 mm 075/939 47.00

Extendable: 180 – 245 cm
ø 28 mm 075/930 34.00

Extendable: 185 – 250 cm
ø 25 mm 075/927 32.00

Extendable: 120 – 215 cm
ø 25 mm 075/924 30.00

Extendable: 115 – 210 cm
ø 25 mm 075/931 22.00

Extendable: 250 – 300 cm
ø 25 mm 075/916 29.00

Extendable: 170 – 250 cm
ø 25 mm 075/919 46.00

Air Tube Quick'n Easy Air

Sleeping Tent for Awnings
The sleeping tent for two people can be hooked 
into the awning. Only suitable for awnings with 
steel or aluminium poles. Dim. (W x H x D): 200  
x 130 x 200 cm 075/905 129.00

129.00

from 98.00

from 42.90
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https://www.frankana.de/de/luftschlauch-quick-n-easy-air-075483.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/luftschlauch-quick-n-easy-air-075483.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/luftschlauch-quick-n-easy-air-075483.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/luftschlauch-quick-n-easy-dach-075-487.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/luftschlauch-quick-n-easy-vorne-hinten-075-486.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/luftschlauch-quick-n-easy-luxus-dach-075-488.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/luftschlauch-quick-n-easy-luxus-r-f-075-489.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/verandastange-075913.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/verandastange-075913.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/verandastange-075913.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/vordachstange-075922.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/vordachstange-075922.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/vordachstange-075922.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/dachstange-075938.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/dachstange-075938.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/verandastange-075934.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/orkanstuetze-075-939.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/orkanstuetze-075-930.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/dachstange-075-927.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/verandastange-075925.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/vordachstange-075935.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/dachstange-075917.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/orkanstuetze-075919.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/schlafzelt-fuer-vorzelt-075-905.html


Fibreglass-reinforced, height-adjustable universal 
screw pegs for canopies, ropes, tents, etc. Con-
sists of: 30 Peggys N 20 cm long with 30 hooks, 
20 Peggys S 12 cm incl. Kombi Tool and drill set, 
storage bag (100 % polyester). Sufficient for ca-
ravan awnings with a length between 4.5 and 
5.0 m.

PP Screw Pegs StartKit

610/121 79.95

79.95

Field Repair Kit
The perfect Outwell repair kit for protecting tent 
seams, the flysheet, the groundsheet and mesh 
inserts. Repair tears and holes in your gear and 
seal seams. Patches can be cut to the right size. 
Incl. convenient storage bag.

610/639 27.50

27.50

Danger!, H226, 
H315, H319, 
H334, H335, 

H373, EUH204

Repair Kit – Airtube
Three patches. Optimised for repairing inflatable 
tents. 610/631 9.50

9.50

Repair Set PVC Type B 610/633 17.00
Repair Set Acrylic Type A 610/634 17.00

Repair Set for Awnings
Self-adhesive repair set for sealing holes and tears 
in awnings. The three patches (78 x 150 mm, 36 x 
36 mm and 23 x 23 mm) are transparent and can 
be cut as required. Incl. reinforcement cord and 
cleaning cloths.
Type A is suitable for acrylic, e.g. the awning fabric.
Type B is suitable for PVC (especially for windows, 
PVC roofs and the lower elements of the awning).

17.00

Additional tent poles

Intermediate Pole

Tension Rafter

Storm Pole

Roof Pole with Hook

With clamping spring at the taper. Suitable for 
Bodensee. Dim. (L x ø): 80 cm x 25 mm;  
Content: 2 pieces

Suitable for Lux and Lago.
Extendable: 200 – 280 cm; steel ø 22 mm 

Suitable for Lux, Lago and Stella.
steel ø 22 mm 

Suitable for Stella and Prestige. 
Extendable: 170 – 260 cm; aluminium ø 28 mm 

Extendable: 165 – 260 cm

Suitable for Stella.
aluminium ø 25 mm 

Suitable for Prestige and Feldberg.
steel ø 25 mm 

Suitable for Prestige.
aluminium ø 28 mm 

Suitable for Lux, Lago, Stella and Prestige.
Extendable: 160 – 260 cm; steel ø 25 mm 

Suitable for Feldberg.
Extendable: 215 – 300 cm; steel ø 25 mm 

610/052 17.95

610/021 22.95

610/026 23.50

610/066 29.50

610/009 28.50

610/044 25.50

610/065 28.50

610/043 24.50

610/113 26.90

PP Tensioning Set 270°
Secure your 270° awning or your pavilion  
additionally when it is windy with this 
combination of tensioning straps and screw 
pegs. Ideal for normal, soft and sandy soils 
thanks to compressing threads. With PP screw 
peg Schlag (aluminium) for hard ground.  
Equipped with height-adjustable hooks.  
The set consists of: 3 screw pegs N 20 cm,  
3 screw pegs blow 15 cm, 3 screw pegs L 32 cm, 
3 Crocodile Peggys, 6 L-hooks, 3 N-hooks,  
3 U-Connectors, 3 T-Connectors, 1 Combi Tool 
Aluminium, 1 orange bag.

610/454 109.95

109.95

More information on the pictograms and the hazard and safety notes can be found on page 104 and at www.frankanafreiko.de!98
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https://www.frankana.de/de/pp-schraubheringe-startkit-610-121.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reparaturkit-field-repair-kit-610-639.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/reparatur-kit-airtube-610-631.html
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https://www.frankana.de/de/orkanstuetze-orkan.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/orkanstuetze-610065.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/dachhakenstange-dachhaken.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/dachhakenstange-dachhaken.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/pp-abspannset-270-610-454.html


33.95

Double Piping Adapter Set
Suitable for awnings, VW California and con-
ventional piping rails. (7+5 mm). The double  
piping tape is threaded into the piping rail of 
the vehicle. By attaching the double profile rail, 
the awning piping can be easily connected to 
the vehicle. This makes it easy to dock and drive 
away the vehicle. 610/337 33.95

Magnetic adapter consisting of 3 pieces. Allows 
you to attach your touring awning to your  
vehicle quickly. Sticks to tin roofs and is  
connected to the tent via piping and profiles.  
Incl. guy ropes and pegs.  Dim. (W x H x D): 260 x 1  
x 17 cm

Magnetic Adapter

610/340 56.95

56.95

For attaching the connecting pole even without 
a gutter or piping rail. Just clamp the pole into 
the suction cup and attach it to the dry and 
clean vehicle roof. 
Content: 1 piece; Dim. (H x ø): 75 x 55 mm

Clamping Suction Cup

610/665 46.90

46.90

Attach awnings or sun canopies to vehicles  
without a gutter (e.g. VW T4) by using a negative 
pressure suction cup. 
Content: 1 piece; Dim. (H x ø): 60 x 100 mm

Suction Cup

610/664 19.95

19.95

Gentle on the 
paint!

Mini Folding Suction Cup
Versatile folding suction cup, e.g. suitable for 
screwless mounting of canopies, canvas  
awnings, etc. on smooth, dry and clean surfaces. 
Load capacity on a perfect surface approx. 
12 kg. 
Content: 2 pieces; Dim. (H x ø): 70 x 55 mm

610/666 23.25

23.25

Information:

1. Attachment without rain gutter:
Clamp the connecting pole into the hinged  
suction cup. Attach the connecting pole to the 
vehicle roof.

2. Suction cups:
Simply clamp the connecting pole into the  
suction cup. Paint-friendly attachment.

3. Attachment with piping:
With the help of the magnetic piping adapter 
set. Is connected to the awning with piping and 
profiles and adheres to flat vehicle roofs.

How to attach an awning to your vehicle:

1 2

3

Piping Brush with Nylon Wire
Quickly removes dirt from the awning piping rail. 
For gentle cleaning without scratches. Wooden 
handle ø x L: 21 x 90 mm. Dim. (L x W x H): 
130 x 55 x 9 mm; Pack size: 12.9 x 4.5 x 2.1 cm; 
Weight: 23 g 610/818 10.95

10.95

Connection Piping
Connection piping in grey. Awning attachment 
to the vehicle. Made of plastic. Hooked in the 
gutter on one side. On the other side, the profile 
piping of the canvas awning or tent is pulled in.

from 5.25

100 cm 5.25 / m 610/791 5.25
250 cm 4.60 / m 610/792 11.50

Crosscamp Connect Set 7 – 9 mm
Adapter between Crosscamp rail and awning. The 
scope of delivery includes a 9 mm piping profile to 
connect a freestanding van awning to a vehicle 
with a factory-fitted Crosscamp piping rail. Con-
nects your van awning to your vehicle.

610/341 28.95

28.95

NEW
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https://www.frankana.de/de/doppel-kederadapterset-610-337.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/magnetadapter-610-340.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/klappsauger-610-665.html
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https://www.frankana.de/de/verbindungskeder-02046.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/outwell-crosscamp-connect-set-7-9-mm-610-341.html


FlexiMags Sets
The smart, compact magnetic boxes with up to 102 pieces are perfect for van drivers. With  
flexiMAGS, you can attach objects quickly and flexibly – secure hold guaranteed. To protect the  
bodywork, we recommend magnet systems with a white rubber coating. Magnets and accessories 
for indoor and outdoor use. Be it a light, a socket, an outdoor shower or a simple clothesline –  
everything can be fixed quickly and securely with flexiMAGS. You also receive extensive accessories 
with each set, such as cable holders, metal tapes or a USB stick with application examples.

Explanation of the magnet systems:
• Magnets ø 25 mm, magnetic on both sides in plastic housing, holding force 0.4 kg each 
• Magnet system 55 x 27 mm, in plastic housing, hooks, holding force 18 kg each
• Magnet system 55 x 27 mm, in plastic housing, hooks, holding force 40 kg each
• Magnet system ø 18 mm, holding force 2.5 kg each, M4 thread
• Magnet system ø 22 mm, holding force 3.8 kg each, M4 thread
• Magnet system ø 43 mm, holding force 10 kg each, M4 thread
• Magnet system ø 66 mm, holding force 25 kg each, hole for M5 screw
• Magnet system ø 88 mm, holding force 55 kg each, M6 thread
• Magnet system ø 125 mm, holding force 55 kg each, M6 thread
• Magnet system L115 mm, holding force 35 kg each, with hinge

• 5 magnets ø 25 mm
• 2 magnet systems 55 x 27 mm, holding force 

18 kg each
• 2 magnet systems 55 x 27 mm, holding force 

40 kg each
• 4 magnet systems ø 22 mm
• 2 magnet systems each ø 43 mm, ø 66 mm
• Extensive accessories

• 8 magnet systems each ø 18 mm, ø 22 mm
• 4 magnet systems ø 43 mm
• 2 magnet systems ø 66 mm (M6 thread)
• Extensive accessories

• 4 magnet systems each ø 18 mm, ø 22 mm,  
ø 43 mm

• 2 magnet systems each ø 66 mm, ø 88 mm
• 1 magnet system ø 125 mm
• 1 magnet system L115 mm
• Extensive accessories

Magnet Set Starter

Magnet Set Basic

Magnet Set Classic

610/236 95.95 610/237 111.95 610/238 195.95

95.95 111.95 195.95

34 pieces 

77 pieces 

102 pieces
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https://www.frankana.de/de/fleximags-set-610236.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/fleximags-set-610236.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/fleximags-set-610236.html


Magnetic Mounting Set  
for LED Strip Lights
Magnet set for attaching the Dimatec LED  
lamp set in inflatable tents. By inserting the  
magnets, which were specially developed for 
this purpose, into the air tube of the inflatable 
tent, the lamp set can be attached and provides 
good lighting in the tent. The set consists of:  
10 plates with magnet, 2 rubberised systems  
ø 22 mm with cable holder, 2 discs white  
ø 30 mm, 1 disc ø 30 mm white with magnet 
and 2 cable ties (reusable).
Weight: 490 g 610/446 91.95

LED Strip Set for Awnings
LED strip set, 230 V with remote control for  
switching the lights on and off and dimming 
function. Nominal voltage: 230 V; Content:  
3 pieces; Dim. (L x W x H): 120 x 1.5 x 0.6 cm
Pack size: 121.2 x 14.5 x 6.5 cm; Weight: 1.15 kg

320/429 169.00

169.00

incl. remote 
control

91.95
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Magnetic Awning Bracket Set  
flexiMAGS
The awning foot bracket allows you to attach 
your awning directly to your van. Perfect for 
short stops or on surfaces that make using 
pegs impossible. Suitable for wall and roof  
awnings.

Scope of delivery: 2 x magnet A system,  
rubber-coated, 125 mm, with threaded pin  
M6 x 28 mm and knurled nut M6. 
Colour: black; 
Dim. (ø): 125 mm; Weight: 220 g black, black 610/443 25.95

white, black 610/444 25.95071/999 92.95

Magnetic Fastener Canvas Awning 
flexiMAGS
Magnetic canvas awning kit for quick attach-
ment of the awning by means of 2 strong  
rubberised magnet systems (ø 66 mm; ø 88 mm). 
The rubber coating provides a high level of  
protection against scratches on the paintwork. 
We recommend cleaning dirty surfaces before 
attaching the magnets. 

Scope of delivery: magnetic fastener for  
awnings, carabiner for the awning, assembly  
instructions and transport bag.

610/447 55.95

55.95

Coat Rack Set for Inflatable Tents 
flexiMAGS
Just open the zip of your inflatable tent, put in 
the stainless steel plate, close the zip again, put 
the flexiMAGS hook against it and hang up your 
jacket or bag.
The set consists of 1 stainless steel plate and  
2 flexiMAGS hooks.
Dim. (L x W x H): 100 x 35 x 1 mm

white, black

black

92.95 25.95

NEWNEW
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https://www.frankana.de/de/magnetbefestigungsset-fuer-led-lichtleisten-610-446.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/led-lampenset-fuer-vorzelte-320-429.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/dachstange-075938.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/zeltteppich-patio-mat-610273.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/vorzeltteppich-starlon-075956.html
https://www.frankana.de/de/haupt-luftschlauch-075494.html
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Tent name Item no.

52 Pilote 075/381 3 3 3 3

53 Comet VW T5/T6 075/195 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

54 Cruiser Air 075/539 3 3 3

55 Escape 072/392 3 3 3 3 3 3

56 Travel Extra 070/001 3 3 3 3 3 3

57 Pisa 075/061 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

58 Lakecrest 075/500 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

59 Oak Creek 400 | 500 075/815 … 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

60 Hydra 075/625 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

61 Quick´n Easy Air 075/183… 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

62 Newburg 160 Air 075/591 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

63 San Marino | Portofino Air 075/379… 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

64 Orion 2.0 075/724 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

65 Quick'n Easy Luxus Air 075/184 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

66 Triton 075/732 3 3 3 3 3 3

67 Mars 075/618 3 3 3 3 3 3

68 Journeymaster Deluxe L 075/669 3 3 3 3 3

69 Neptune 2.0 075/780… 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

70 Zodiac 075/673
71 Aquila Pro 075/728 3 3 3 3 3

72 Garmisch 075/141 3 3 3 3

40 Quick'n Easy Air Sonnendach 075/492... 3 3

41 Quick'n Easy Air 075/180… 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

42 Siena 075/034… 3 3 3 3 3 3

43 Lynx 075/425… 3 3 3 3 3

44 – 45 Dorado XL 075/624 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

46 – 47 Vega 2.0 075/775… 3 3 3 3 3 3

48 – 49 Friesland 075/638… 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

50 Tessin 075/030… 3 3 3

28 – 29 Finnland 075/541… 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

30 – 31 Rhön DC 070/210… 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 opt.
32 – 33 Grönland 075/382 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

34 – 35 Feldberg DC 070/161… 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

36 – 37 Allgäu 075/136… 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

24 – 25 Lux 070/340… 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

26 – 27 Prestige 070/090… 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

 4 – 5 Stella Sonnendach 075/200... opt. opt.
 6 – 7 Palermo Air 072/390 3 3 3 3 3

 8 – 9 Barcelona 070/080… 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

10 – 11 Meira 075/643… 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

12 – 13 Ceres 075/619… 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

14 – 15 Octavia Air 075/323… 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

16 – 17 Pluto 2.0 075/761… 3 3 3 3 3 3

18 – 19 Pluto XL 2.0 075/767… 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

20 – 21 Luxor Air 075/566 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

22 – 23 Galaxy 2.0 075/772... 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Travel awnings

Seasonal awnings

All-season awnings

Partial tents

Van and motorhome awnings
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Travel awnings

Seasonal awnings

All-season awnings

Partial tents

Van and motorhome awnings
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Tent name Item no.

✔	 included in delivery

opt. optionally available

40 Quick'n Easy Air Sonnendach 075/492... 3 3 3

41 Quick'n Easy Air 075/180… 3 3 3

42 Siena 075/034… 3 3 3

43 Lynx 075/425… 3 3 3 3

44 – 45 Dorado XL 075/624 3 3 3 3

46 – 47 Vega 2.0 075/775… 3 3 3 opt. 3 opt. opt.
48 – 49 Friesland 075/638… 3 3 3 opt. 3 opt.

50 Tessin 075/030… 3 3 3

52 Pilote 075/381 3 3

53 Comet VW T5/T6 075/195 3 3 3 3

54 Cruiser Air 075/539 3 3 3 3

55 Escape 072/392 3 3 3 3

56 Travel Extra 070/001 3 3 3 opt.
57 Pisa 075/061 3 3 3 3

58 Lakecrest 075/500 3 3 3

59 Oak Creek 400 | 500 075/815 … 3 3 3

60 Hydra 075/625 3 3 3 3

61 Quick´n Easy Air 075/183… 3 3 3

62 Newburg 160 Air 075/591 3

63 San Marino | Portofino Air 075/379… 3 3 3 3 opt.
64 Orion 2.0 075/724 3 3 3

65 Quick'n Easy Luxus Air 075/184 3 3 3 opt.
66 Triton 075/732 3 3

67 Mars 075/618 3 3 opt. 3 opt. opt.
68 Journeymaster Deluxe L 075/669 3 3

69 Neptune 2.0 075/780… 3 3 3 3 opt.
70 Zodiac 075/673
71 Aquila Pro 075/728 3 3

72 Garmisch 075/141 3 3 3 3

28 – 29 Finnland 075/541… 3 3 3 opt. 3

30 – 31 Rhön DC 070/210… 3 3 3 3

32 – 33 Grönland 075/382 3 3 3 opt. 3

34 – 35 Feldberg DC 070/161… 3 3 3 3

36 – 37 Allgäu 075/136… 3 3 3

24 – 25 Lux 070/340… 3 3 3 3

26 – 27 Prestige 070/090… opt. opt. 3 3 3

 4 – 5 Stella Sonnendach 075/200... opt. opt. 3 opt.
 6 – 7 Palermo Air 072/390 3 3 3

 8 – 9 Barcelona 070/080… opt. opt. 3 opt. 3

10 – 11 Meira 075/643… 3 3 3 opt. 3

12 – 13 Ceres 075/619… 3 3 3 opt. 3 opt. opt.
14 – 15 Octavia Air 075/323… 3 3 3 opt. 3 opt.
16 – 17 Pluto 2.0 075/761… 3 3 3 opt. 3 opt. opt.
18 – 19 Pluto XL 2.0 075/767… 3 3 3 opt. 3 opt. opt.
20 – 21 Luxor Air 075/566 3 3 3 opt. 3

22 – 23 Galaxy 2.0 075/772... 3 3 3 opt. 3 opt. opt.
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The Global Harmonized System (GHS) for the EU | Classification and Labelling according to Regulation (EG) No. 1272/2008 (CLP-VO)

Hazard and Precautionary Statements
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Tent name Item no.

79 Playa 070/400-1… 3 3 opt.
80 Fjord 070/130… 3 3 3

81 Canopy Shady Pro 075/741... 3 3 3

82 Hillcrest Tarp 072/610 3 3 opt. 3

83 – 86 Bent Canvas 072/571… 3 3

Sun canopies

74 Moonlight Tent 075/808... 3 3 opt.
75 GT Roof 075/617 3 3

76 TRT120E 075/598... 3 3

77 Yano 075/597 3 3 opt.

Roof tents

79 Playa 070/400-1…
80 Fjord 070/130… opt. opt.
81 Canopy Shady Pro 075/741...
82 Hillcrest Tarp 072/610 opt. opt.

83 – 86 Bent Canvas 072/571…

Sun canopies

74 Moonlight Tent 075/808... 3 3 3 3 3 3

75 GT Roof 075/617 3 3 3 3 3 3

76 TRT120E 075/598... 3 3 3 3 3 3

77 Yano 075/597 3 3 3 3 3

Roof tents

H200 Codes: Physical hazards
H226 Flammable liquid and vapour.

H300 Codes: Health hazards
H315 Causes skin irritation.
H319 Causes serious eye irritation.
H334 May cause allergy or asthma symptoms or 

breathing difficulties if inhaled.
H335 May cause respiratory irritation.

An overview of all precautionary and hazard statements as well as labelling elements can be found on the website of the Federal Institute for Occupational Safety and Health 
(Bundesanstalt für Arbeitsschutz und Arbeitsmedizin): www.baua.de/EN/Home/Home_node.html.

Source: www.baua.de

Dangers, additional hazards and marking elements, coding and wording.

Please observe the application instructions and safety data sheets for products with hazard labels.

EUH204 Contains isocyanates. May cause an  
allergic reaction.

Supplemental labelling elements

GHS02 Flammable

GHS07 Health hazard

GHS08 Serious health hazard

H373 May cause damage to organs (state all or-
gans affected, if known) through prolonged 
or repeated exposure (state route of expo- 
sure if there is conclusive evidence that no 
other routes of exposure cause the hazard).

✔	 included in delivery

opt. optionally available
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Hahn-Zelte produces classic awnings. It is parti- 

cularly strong when it comes to all-season awnings. 

Its collection is characterised by the highest quality 

equipment.

Westfield specialises in inflatable tents and camping 

furniture. Since the company was founded,  

Westfield TQC has stood for quality, innovation  

and comfort.

At StarCamp, a Dorema product line, you will find 

inflatable tents at a very good price-performance 

ratio. We stock exclusive models from this product 

line.

Fiamma stands for a sustainable lifestyle and con-

tact with nature. The large Fiamma range ensures 

that you feel safe and secure wherever you are.

The company‘s outstanding reputation and  

success are based on its strong sense of family and 

the desire to inspire families to discover and enjoy 

the outdoor life for themselves.

After 120 years, there is Coleman equipment  

for everything – hiking, days at the lake, camping  

or music festivals.

GÜSTO Zeltmanufaktur has been producing  

individual and customised quality awnings  

"Made in Germany" for over 85 years – each  

awning is unique.

EUROTRAIL has been fulfilling the wishes of  

campers for years and offers an extensive range  

of camping products for every holiday!

With over 30 years of experience and out- 

standing quality, WIGO produces exclusively  

in Germany.

Joy, innovation and quality are the foundations  

of a 60-year history of growth. The extensive range 

offers specific products for outdoor, leisure and  

touring.

GentleTent is a start-up from Vienna that specialises 

in inflatable tent systems. With its own ideas and 

developments, it is the inflatable tent pioneer on 

the camping market.

TAMBU has set itself the goal of environmentally 

conscious camping. TAMBU is the first tent brand  

in Europe to produce its entire collection from  

recycled and environmentally friendly materials.

Dometic is an international company with a  

long history of providing market-leading products 

for outdoor, home and professional use.

brand
manufacturers

Our



All products advertised as „Made in Germany“ are produced in Germany according to the manufacturer. We ask for your understanding that we cannot accept any liability should changes occur 
during the validity of the catalogue. Despite careful compilation, errors may have crept in. We do not accept any liability for this. Misprints, errors and changes are reserved! Some illustrations show 
decorations and extras that are not included in the scope of delivery.

www.frankanafreiko.de/en Facebook Instagram YouTube LinkedIn

Everything for Caravan l Camping l Leisure
Südstraße 4
97258 Gollhofen

Telefon +49 9339 97 13 600
Telefax +49 9339 97 13 900
info@frankana.de

You can find this great price tip in the catalogue on page14

Awning Octavia Air

Bent – a functional  
lifestyle product 

complete freedom  
when camping by car
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